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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
State Rep. Kenny Imes of Murray will enter his first piece of
legislation when the Kentucky General Assembly reconvenes
this week.
Imes, who represents the 5th District, said
Sunday that he intends to file a resolution nullifying new laws the federal government drafts in
regards to the 2nd Amendment of the United
States Constitution. The 2nd Amendment concerns the right to bear arms, an issue that has
gained heavy attention lately in the wake of several mass shootings throughout the country, particularly one in December at an elementary
school in Connecticut in which 26 people, mostly students, died.
Imes
"Other states are considering the same thing
too," Imes said, explaining that he has 20 co-sponsors with the
resolution, all of which so far are fellow Republicans. "I believe
several of the Democrats up there would go with us on this too.
"It goes back to my view of state's rights, and I just think the
federal government is getting into stuff that ought to stay with
the states. Look, nobody wants people carrying bazookas around
and that's easy to determine. What they're talking about now is
the right to own a personal gun of some kind (handgun or long
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Humphries did not have
much 'off' time in break
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
It may have been labeled as "off- time, but 1st
District state Sen. Stan Humphries of Cadiz said
the three weeks away from Frankfort have been
anything but restful.
Speaking Sunday, Humphries said the time
spent between the opening week of the 2013
Kentucky General Assembly session and when
it resumes Tuesday has been spent doing what he Humphries
promised. he would do during his campaign, listening to the people of his district.
-"You've got to, though. there are a lot of tough issues out
there," Humphries said.
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The National Weather Service
Monday: Cloudy with rain
likely between 2-3 p.m. Highs
in the upper 40s. Southwest
wind 5 to 15 mph, gusts to 20.
Chance of precipitation 60percent.
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Monday night: Mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent
chance of rain, mainly before 8
p.m. Lows in the upper 30s.
Southwest wind 5 to 10 mph
becoming north after midnight.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 40s. Light
wind becoming west southwest 5 mph in the afternoon.
Tuesday night: Mostly
clear. Lows in the lower 30s.
West southwest wind 5 mph.
Wednesday: Sunny. Highs
in the lower 50s.
Wednesday night: Mostly
clear. Lows in the upper 30s.
Thursday: Mostly cloudy
with a chance of showers.
Highs in the upper 50s.
Thursday night: Mostly
cloudy with a chance of showers. Lows in the upper 30s.
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MSU reunion brings together
different eras for same cause
By JOHN WRIGHT
Stall Writer
It was like old times for
Murray State basketball legend
Marcus Brown Saturday.
Upon entering the CFSB
Center, there waiting for him
was a familiar face — former
Austin Peay star Bubba Wells
— now an assistant coach for
Peay. However, there were no
hostilities on this day that
marked the latest chapter of the
storied Racers-Governors rivalry. In fact, there were mostly
smiles and laughter between
these former bitter rivals.
"Those were real fun times
back then, to tell you the truth,"
said Brown, now an assistant
coach at his high school alma
mater - West Memphis (Ark.)
— who was one of about 100
former Racers who came home
for the 2013 Basketball Alumni
Reunion this weekend. "I
always try to make it back for
the Austin Peay game, though."
Brown and his fellow Racer
alums went home happy as
MSU claimed a 75-68 win in
overtime. However, that was
going to be the case regardless
of Saturday's result.
The game was the capper to
two days of activities that
allowed Racers from all eras to
come together.
"It's everything," said MS0`4,
athletic director Allan Ward of
how important an event such as
this is to the program. "It's what
a program like this is all about.
We are where we are because of
these guys, all of them."
Two main chances were given
to the alumni to meet and greet.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
ABOVE: Hostility was not evident as Murray State legend
Marcus Brown (right) and former Austin Peay star Bubba
Wells relived their playing
days Saturday before the latest basketball battle beteieen
the schools commeetted
the CFSB Center in Murray.
LEFT: Former Murray State
head coach Cal Luther (right)
talks with "Voice of the
Racers" Neal Bradley
Saturday during the pregame
show for the MSU-Austin
Peay game at the CFSB
Center.
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Sew-A-Mon
starts today
at FUMC
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

Kentucky's longest-serving senator
opened a campaign office in his hometown of Louisville on Saturday, about a
year earlier than previous campaigns. It
was a clear message to critics as he
vowed to wage the "biggest and best
campaign this state has ever seen."
"They want to take

Starting today, there will be a whole lot of
sewing going on at First United Methodist
Church in Murray.
The 13th annual Sew-A-Thon wilt launch
with volunteers from throughout the area lending their talents to produce dresses, shorts and
baby blankets for children, namely in the
Central American nations of Nicaragua and
Honduras.
"I haven't been there when the clothing is
given to those people, but I've been told they
are well received," said Margaret Fritts, one of
three coordinators for this week's event that
lasts from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. through Friday
inside the FUMC gymnasium. "You can come
and join us during the day or you can also pick
up patterns that have been cut out and work on
them at home and bring them back later. We've
also had some that have cut their own patterns
and used their own fabric.
"Pretty much, anything goes with this."
Effie Kemp, who is the publicity coordinator
for the Sew-A-Thon, said more than 800 garments were produced through the event last
year with 15 to 20 churches involved from six
to eight denominations. Civic groups have also

II See Page 2
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
THE FLOOR IS FULL: A long line of shooters are shown either in firing
position or preparing for a shot Saturday during the Third annual Cupid
Classic Archery Tournament at Murray High School. MHS coach Randy
Lewis said this year's event attracted 226 competitors from several schools.

McConnell says he's ready for 2014 challenges
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By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A feisty
Mitch McConnell promised to take the
fight to any opponent as the Senate's top
Republican got a head start on a 2014
re-election campaign that could squeeze
him between challenges from his own
party as well as from Democrats.
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III Imes will enter ...
From Front
guns, such as rifles and shotguns)and some of what is being
discussed by the federal government is just going to far."
lines also said he hopes, at
some point, to meet with
Kentucky
Transportation
Commissioner Mike Hancock
in regards to having the speed
limits on both KY 80 and U.S.
641 in Calloway County raised
from 55 mph to 65 mph. This
comes on the heels of the fiscal

courts of Marshall, Graves and
Calloway counties all approving
resolutions from those community's chambers of commerce
asking for the increase. This
also has the support of 1st
District state Sen. Stan
Humphries of Cadiz and 6th
District state Rep. Will Coursey
of Benton.
Calloway is affected by having KY 80 pass west to east
through the county between
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Graves and Marshall counties,
while U.S. 641 runs north to
south and intersects with 80 just
north of Murray. U.S. 641 evenMalty intersects with the
Purchase Parkway in Benton.
"I'm traveling 80 today
through Tngg County and our
,side of 80 is no different from
theirs, except for the speed
limit," Imes said, referring to
how the Transportation Cabinet
authorized a speed increase for
80 in Trigg and Christian counties last year. "I have also spoken to (Marshall County JudgeExecutive) Mike Miller and we
have his support on this, along
with Rep. Will Coursey (who
represents the 6th District,
which includes Marshall).
As for a couple of hot-button
issues, Imes said he believes
House debate on legislative
redistricting will heat up this
week an feels it would be a positive to resolve this issue one
way or another in the name of
giving county clerks statewide
an idea on what to expect for
elections in 2014. He also said
he expects a bill to be submitted
on the House side concerning
the state's ongoing pension crisis. He is not sure if a vote
would happen this week,
though.
"The thing about that is,
though, that this week is the
deadline for getting legislated
submitted for this session so if
we're going to do anything up
here this time, then this week
something has to be drawn up,"
he said.
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

WILD RIDE: Kentucky State Police say the driver of this white car escaped serious injury
Sunday evening after the car tumbled down a deep embankment after crashing through a
guard rail north of Murray. KSP says the driver, name not released, was traveling east on
Walston Road heading into the intersection of Flint Road in northern Calloway County when
the car was unable to make a sharp turn, went through the rail and down an embankment of
at least 25 feet. The car came to rest on its roof. Yet, from all of that, KSP said the driver
refused transport to a hospital.The crash remains under investigation. KSP responded with
Calloway County-Fire Rescue, the Calloway County Sheriff's Office, Murray Fire Department
and Murray-Calloway County Hospital Ambulance Service.
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•MSU reunion brings ...
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•Humphries ...
From Front
One of those issues is education, an area of special concern
being Humphries was assigned
the vice chairman's position of
the
Senate
Education
Committee. He said he has met
with several school superintendents in the off weeks to talk
about,a variety of topics, including school safety, which has
returned to the national spotlight
in the wake of several violent
acts on school campuses recently.
"It's a real relevant issue right
now, and I think it will be getting a lot of attention starting
this week," he said, noting
another topic that has developed
in recent weeks, the pending
end of the Kentucky School
Boards Insurance Trust that has
174 districts in the commonwealth on the hook for a $60
million price tag. "That's unfortunate that this has happened,
and hopefully we can move to
try and come up with an answer
on that starting this week."
Humphries also was in
Murray during the break, along
with 5th District state Rep.
Kenny Imes of Murray and several others, for a meeting with
area nurse practitioners to discuss Senate Bill 51 that seeks to
give nurse practitioners/nurse
midwives more freedom in providing care for patients.
Currently, nurse practitioners
have to have a signed agreement
with physicians in order to prescribe medications.
"This may not be a major
problem here, but it's an
extreme problem in other parts
of the state," Humphries said,
acknowledging that several
communities have practitioners/midwives as the only fulltime primary care providers.
"It's about service for the people, and I thought we had a very
good discussion about this at
Murray, where my fellow legislators learned quite a bit about
how big of a deal this is."
The ongoing issue of state
pension reform is also expected
to be bantered around this week.
Humphries also revealed the
position he will take.
"I've been talking with people
for a long, long time about this,
and my support is for the ones
already in the system. They
were promised certain levels,
and I believe you can't renege
on what they were entitled to
receiving." he said. -The issue
is with new hires, and that's
something that will have to be
closely examined.-

From Front

weekend than ones from any other time of this
program. They just keep popping up."
This was not just limited to the players, coaches
and even managers. In fact, the weekend's festivities afforded Neal Bradley — "Voice of the
Racers" the past 20-plus years as MSIrs football
and men's basketball radio play-by-play man — a
chance to tell Luther about the night he became a
true blue Murray State Racers fan..
"It was that game in 1971 when Western
Kentucky had a player named Jim McDaniels (71 All-American forward) and our coach at Murray
State was Cal Luther. Murray State won that game
that night and, from then on, I was a fan." Bradley
told the radio audience during an extended
pregame show Saturday before the Peay game.

The first came Friday when a dinner in their honor
was hosted. Saturday's game was then preceded
by a breakfast in the upper concourse of the CFSB
Center.
"This is a just a great time and I'm thankful our
athletics people organized this," said forrner MSU
head coach Cal Luther, who led the Racers during
the late 1950s-mid '70s, which included two trips
to the NCAA Tournament, at a time another nearby school seemed to gain most of the attention in
the region — Western Kentucky. This was especially the case in 1971 when the Hilltoppers finished as the No. 3 team in college basketball,
thrashing Kentucky in the regional finals to go to
the Final Four.
Along the path to that success, though, Western made a
visit to Cutchin Fieldhouse in
Murray.
"And we beat them," Luther
remembered of the 73-71 win
that started a wild celebration
inside the place known to
many as "Racer Arena." That
night is still regarded as one of
the most memorable in MSU
basketball history.
"You know why these things
are fun, thougli? You get to see
those players for first time in a
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times
long time, and what was really Former Murray State player Shawn Witherspoon (left)
speaks
wild is that I've seen more with "Voice of the Racers"
Neal Bradley and former MSU assisplayers that played for me this
tant coach Kenny Roth Saturday.

III McConnell ...
From Front

File Photo

Ann Ross of Paris, Tenn., cuts out a dress during last year's
Sew-A-Thon at First United Methodist Church in Murray. The
13th edition of this event will begin today.

•Sew-A-Thon
From Front
started joining the fray, along
with, literally, people off the
street.
"A few years ago we had a
lady from Illinois that was on
her way to Murray for something and she heard me talking
about it (on a Murray radio
morning show) and she just felt
drawn to come help us. She still
folds fabric for us to this day,"
Kemp said, remembering how
the event got started.
"We had a church member
named Peggy Myers who got
this idea to have several people
come and sew things and give
what we made to a mission
(Myers later had to vacate the
coordinator post to tend to family health issues). She did so
much with this that it took three
ladies (Fritts from FUMC, Anna
Wright from Goshen United
Methodist Church and Louise

Poole from Flint Baptist
Church) to take her place but
they have done a great job coordinating it."
All garments produced this
week will go to the Baptist
'Medical & Dental International
Mission. Kemp said that mission will head back to Central
lannerica in June, meaning any
items intended to be part of that
delivery need to be completed
well in advance of that.
"This is a tropical climate
where these people live so the
material has to be washable and
durable," said Kemp, who has
made several ventures with the
Baptist group."This is also not a
place that's what we would call
well off, meaning dry cleaning
isn't really an option for them.
We have to use heavier materials because those things are
worn a lot and have to be
washed quite often."

McConnell told a group of supporters. "This is the only race in
the country with any national
significance. And that's why
were up and running this far in
advance."
The Senate minority leader
then declared, "If they want to
fight, we're ready."
McConnell, in his fifth Senate
term, is known as a savvy political strategist and bare-knuckled
campaigner. He's also a prolific
fundraiser, starting the 2014
election cycle with $7.4 million
cash on hand.
Democrats have longed to dislodge him from the Senate. but
now he's under attack from
some
within
his
own
Republican base. A group of tea
parties in the state have said
they are trying to line up a challenger to McConnell in next
year's primary. McConnell's tea
party critics say the senator has
supported excessive federal
spending throughout his career.
Tea party activist Marilyn
Parker, who attended the campaign event Saturday, said in an
interview that McConnell's
influence as the Senate GOP
leader is too important for
Kentucky to risk.
Democrats haven't won a U.S.
Senate race in Kentucky since
1992. The name mentioned
most as a potential challenger to
McConnell has been actress and
activist Ashley Judd, wellknown in Kentucky because of
her success in Hollywood and
because of her famous mother
and sister, country music stars
Naomi and Wynonna Judd.
Judd said last month that she
is "taking a close look' at the
Kentucky Senate race.
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Obituaries

Funeral services for Viva Ellis, 100, of Murray, Ky., were held at
1 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 3, 2013, at Imes-Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. David Allbritten officiated,iInterment followed at the South
Pat H. Walker, 73,of Murray, Ky., died Sunday,Feb. 3,2013 at his
Pleasant
Grove Cemetery. Visitation was held from 5-7 p.m.
home.
Saturday, Feb. 2, 2013, at the funeral home.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete at Imes-Miller Funeral
Mrs. Ellis died Friday, Feb. 1, 2013, at Spring
Home in Murray.
Creek Health Care.
Born July 2, 1912, in Buchanan,Tenn.. she was a
Kenneth kenos—
member of Goshen United Methodist Church for
Kenneth Jetton, 52, of Murray, Ky., died Sunday, Feb. 3, 2013, at
72 years.
his home. Arrangements are incomplete at J.H. Churchill Funeral
She was preceded in death by her husband, John
Home.
Shannon Ellis; her parents, Hafford and Verba
Judith Barney
Nance Paschall; five brothers and four sisters.
Judith Barney, 68, of Almo, Ky., died at 5:40 a.m. Friday, Feb. 1,
Kenneth Beasley
She is survived by two daughters, Mary Ellis
2013, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Kenneth Gordon Beasley, 85,of Cadiz, Ky., died Saturday. Feb. 2,
Lawson, of Murray and Elizabeth Jo Reeder, of
She was born Aug. 2, 1944, in Lexington, to the late Porter and
2013, at Trigg County Hospital.
Ells
Cleveland, Tenn.; one sister, Mary Darby, of
Alice (Washburn) Buttry. She was a retired C.N.A. having worked
: Mr. Beasley was born Jan. 18, 1928, in Stewart County,Tenn., son at West View Nursing Home and Murray-Calloway County
Jefferson City,Tenn.; one brother, Ratliffe Paschall,
of the late Grover.Cleaveland and Maude Ruth Boring Beasley. He Hospital.
of Como, Tenn.; five grandchildren, seven great-grandchildren and
worked in the automobile industry and was a member of Canton
Mrs. Barney is survived by her husband, James E. Barney; one seven great-great-grandchildren.
Baptist Church.
Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com.
daughter, Rebecca Ellen Wonders and husband. Michael, of Winter
He is survived by his wife, Elwanda Crutcher Beasley; two daugh- Haven, Fla.; one son, James Lee Barney, of Almo; four sisters, Arrangements were handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home &
ters, Pamela Cain and husband, Michael and Phyllis Ecoff and hus- Laurie Buttry, of Flofida, Wanda Ketcum and husband, Lawrence, Crematory.
band, Roger; and two grandchildren, Ryan Cain and wife, Elly and of New York, Debbie Labar and husband, Larry, of Florida and Beth
Danielle Hill and husband, Jon-Michael.
Babcock and husband, Fred, of Florida; three brothers, Scott Buttry, Helen Alden Harper
, Funeral services will be held at 1 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 5, 2013, at of New York, Billy Buttry and wife, Brenda, of Anchorage, Alaska
Graveside services for Helen Alden Harper, 74, of Hazel, Ky.,
Anglin Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Hamm Cemetery, and Rodney Buttry, of Maine; seven grandchildren; several nieces were held Sunday, Feb. 3, 2013, at 2 p.m. at the Nunn Cemetery,
Dover, Tenn. Visitation will be held from 11 a.m. until the time of and nephews; caregiver, Shana Fowler, of Almo; and former daugh- Land Between the Lakes with Jerry Fox officiating. Visitation was
service on Tuesday at the funeral home. Arrangements are being ter-in-law, Crystal Kirkiey Barney, of Murray.
held from 12-1:30 p.m. on Sunday at Anglin Funeral Home, Inc.,
handled by Anglin Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn.
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Monday, Feb. 4, 2013, at Dover, Tenn.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. No public funeral servicMrs. Harper died Friday, Feb. I, 2013, at her residence.
Homer C. Burkeen
She was born Sept. 1, 1938, in Model,Tenn. She was a homemakes are planned.
Homer C. Burkeen,98, of the Palestine community,died Saturday,
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com. er and of the Baptist faith.
Feb. 2, 2013, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
In addition to her parents, Seamon and Mabel Chadwick Fuqua,
Mr. Burkeen was born Jan. 13, 1915, in Calloway Funeral Home.
she was preceded in death by her daughter, Alesia Harper; one son,
County. He was retired from the Murray Division
Charles Harper; and two brothers, John and George Fuqua.
This is a paid obituary.
of Tappan, was a Navy veteran of World War II, a
She is survived by her husband, Pross "Jack" Harper, of Hazel;
member of the Palestine United Methodist Church, Ray Story
one son, Jeff Harper. of Puryear, Tenn.; one daughter, Barbara
a member of the Adult Sunday School class and
Funeral services for Ray Story, 79, of Benton, Ky., formerly of Harper, of Hazel; two sisters, Wanda Jones, of Lynn Grove and Nina
was a 60-plus year member of the Alford 925 Murray, were held at 2 p.m. Saturday, Feb. 2, 2013,at J.H. Churchill Fox, of Murray; two grandchildren and five great-grandchildren.
Masonic Lodge. He was also a very avid fox Funeral Home. The Rev. Gary Vacca officiated and burial followed
Serving as pallbearers will be Matthew Robertson Sr., Matthew
hunter.
in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation was held from 12-2 p.m. on Robertson Jr., Alex Robertson, Clarence Garner, Mike Futrell,
In addition to his parents, Chester Arthur and Saturday at the funeral home.
Bishop Futrell and Bryan Sills. Arrangements were handled by
Alma Miller Burkeen, he was preceded in death by
Mr. Story died Friday, Feb.- 1, 2013, at Murray- Anglin Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn.
Burkeen his wife, Ela Byers Burkeen.
Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by one son, Jimmie Burkeen and
(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more Ofthe
He was born May 3, 1933, in Summer County,
wife, Pat, of Murray; one sister, Dortha Mae Lovett
Tenn. He was retired from the Murray Division of preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
and husband, Grover, of Murray; two grandchilTappan and also retired from the Murray Country Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
dren, Ronnie Burkeen and wife, Lisa, of Almo and
Club. He was an Army veteran of the Korean War space.)
LaVonda Russell, of Murray; five great-grandchiland was of the Baptist faith.
dren and two great-great-grandchildren.
He was preceded by his parents, Ray and Cora
Funeral services will be held at 2 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 5, 2013, at
Maybelle Kemp Story: and two brothers, Hugh and
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Robert McKinney will offiHoyt Story.
ciate and burial will follow in the Palestine United Methodist
Story
He is survived by two daughters, Ginger
Church Cemetery. Visitation will be held Monday, Feb. 4, 2013.
Doughty, of Murray and Denecia Gandy, of
from 5-9 p.m. at the funeral home.
Atlanta, Ga.; one stepdaughter, Sheila Vacca,and
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhusband, Gary, of Murray; one son, Cary Story, of
home.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Louisville; five sisters, Ruth Beach, Ruby
By CHRISTOPHER SHERMAN and JAMIE STENGLE
Funeral Home.
Williams, Betty Jean Sykes, Dorothy Manning and
Associated Press
This is a paid obituary.
husband, Paul and Barbara Parker, all of Murray;
two brothers, Ira Lee Story and wife, Bonnie, of Hopkinsville and
STEPHENVILLE,Texas(AP)- An Iraq War veteran charged with
Kathryn Langston
Kenneth Story, of Murray; five grandchildren and two great-grand- murdering former Navy SEAL sniper Chris Kyle and a friend bused
Kathryn Charlton Langston, 96,of Murray, Ky., died Saturday, children.
a gun on the pair while they were at a Texas shooting range, authorFeb. 2, 2013, at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to ities said Sunday.
,VFW Post No,6291 Veterans Memorial,P.O. Box 827 Murray..ft.Y
_ ,MriHoangs,1011,
Aiwbonaloval6._.
ri901•Pia*WY.
ear.11AispOnAthe
Eddie:Ray itchiesj:di
-CoPureillit'4,Alle We Grover lift0 Bee 42071. Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuner- deaths of Kyle, who wrote the est--fripin,ho.k "Arkteacan Sniper,"
Orr Charlton. She was a homemaker and a mem- alhome.com. Arrangements were handled by J.FI. Churchill Funeral and Chad Littlefield. 35. They we:seilled.nt a shsoriag.aange
ber"Or6i-tiazel Baptist Church, the Lydia Home.
Rough Creek Lodge, about 50 miles southwest of Fort Worth.
Sunday School class and the women's missionary
Travis Cox,the director of a nonprofit Kyle helped found, told The
union. She also worked in various other capaciAssociated Press on Sunday that Kyle. 38, and Littlefield had taken
ties in the church, including being a long time
Routh to the range to try to help him. Littlefield was Kyle's neighSunday School teacher.
bor and "workout buddy," Cox said.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in Staff Report
"What I know is Chris and a gentleman - great guy, I knew him
death by her husband, Brent Langston, to whom
well, Chad Littlefield - took a veteran out shooting who was strugLangston she was married Oct. 8, 1932; one daughter,
Two officers with the Murray Police Department graduated from gling with PTSD to try to assist him, try to help him, try to, you
Sylvia Marcelle Lassiter; one granddaughter. Kentucky Department of Criminal Justice training Friday in know, give him a helping hand, and he turned the gun on both of
Sylvia Kaye Lassiter; one great-grandson. Scott Seith; five broth- Richmond.
them, killing them," Cox said.
ers, Estel Charlton, Homer Charlton, James Charlton, Daris
Scott Deshields and Derek Muscovalley were among 30 officers of
Capt. Jason Upshaw with the Erath County Sheriffs Office said
Charlton and Hal Charlton; and two sisters, Oyna Reeves and Class 440 to complete 18 weeks of training, consisting of nearly 770 Routh had not made any comments that might indicate a motive, "I
Rachel Broach.
hours of recruit-level-officer academy instruction.
don't know that we'll ever know. He's the only one that knows that,"
Survivors include two daughters, Barbara Rodrigues and husEarlier, Murray officer Tyler Coursey was one of 25 officers to Upshaw said.
band, Bart, of Oak Ridge, Tenn., and Janice Baker and husband, complete training with Class 439.
Sheriff Tommy Bryant said Routh was unemployed and "may
Basic training is mandatory for Kentucky law enforcement officers have been suffering from some type of mental illness from being in
Jim, of Murray;one son-in-law, Bob Lassiter, of Murray;two sisters, Azzilee Kelso and husband, James, of Cummings, Ga., and who are required to comply with the state's Peace Officer the military himself."
Betty Cameron and husband, Ray, of Deerborn Heights, Mich.; Professional Standards Act of 1998. The Department of Criminal
Bryant didn't know whether Routh was on any medication or had
one brother, Halton Charlton, of McKenzie, Tenn.; as well as 16 Justice Training provides basic training for city and county police been diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder.
grandchildren, 38 great-grandchildren and 24 great-great-grand- officers, sheriffs' deputies, university police, airport police and othRouth was being held on one charge of capital murder and two
ers.
children.
charges of murder.
The Department of Criminal Justice Training is a state agency
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m. Tuesday, Feb. 5, 2013,
Upshaw said officials believe Routh used a semi-automatic handat the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Brent Lee and the located on Eastern Kentucky University's campus. The agency is gun, which authorities later found at his home. Upshaw said ballisRev. Kerry Lambert will officiate and burial will follow in the accredited by the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement tics tests weren't complete Sunday, but authorities believe it was the
Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be held after 5 p.m. Agencies and was the first in the nation to be accredited under gun used in the shootings. Upshaw declined to give any more details
CALEA's public safety training program designation. In 2006, the
Monday, Feb. 4, 2013, at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
about the gun.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuner- academy also became the first law enforcement training academy in
alhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill the nation to be named as a CALEA flagship agency.
The agency also provides in-service and leadership training for
Funeral Home.
Kentucky
law enforcement officers and telecommunications training.
This is a paid, obituary.

Pat H. Walker
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Viva Ells

Harold Nance, 69, of Murray, Ky., died Sunday. Feb. 3, 2013, at
Spring Creek Health Care.
Born Sept. 23, 1943, in Calloway County, Mr. Nance was preceded in death by his wife, Sarah Adams Nance; and his parents,
Lyndon S. and Helen Phillips Nance.
He is survived by four brothers, Joe, Phillip, Max and Ricky
Nance; and three sisters, Pat Willett, Joyce Herndon and Debbie
Brannack.
Oa—
me cóiidiences may be left at www.imesmiller.com. ImesMiller Funeral Home is handling private arrangements.

Iraqi war vet charged
in shooting of ex-SEAL

MPD officers graduate KDCJ courses
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Lillie Castleberry
Lillie Belle Castleberry, 92, of Benton, Ky., died at 11:25 a.m
Friday, Feb. 1, 2013, at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Services will be held.ai 11 a.m. Monday, Feb. 4, 2013, at
Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home. Visitation was held after 5
p.m. Sunday. Feb. 3, 2013, at the funeral home.
Other arrangements are incomplete at Filbeck-Cann & King
Funeral Home.
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HopFed Bank*

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.—I4,010.75 + 150.17
68 + 1.25
Air Products

Intel

...........

I

451.30.4.01

Apple.

%1

AT&T,Inc

15 60 + 0.71

Kroger

BB&T

11.09 + 0.81

Mattel.

Bank of America
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N1cDonalds.......

Briggs & Stratton

24.03 + 0.30

Merck —..... .....
Microsoft
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99.41 + 1.02

+ 0.12

.....................205.07 + 1.99
21_11 + 0.27

Caterpillar

J.C. Penney..........
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Daimler Chrysler

Pepsico, Inc.
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+ 0.59
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+ 034
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Ford Motor

13.01 + 0.06

Time 1S arner

General Electric

22.57 + 0.29

US Bancorp

13.39 + 0.29

WellPoint Inc

65.29 + 0.47

I5al-Nlar1 ..

70.48 + 0.53

GlaxoSmithKline A DR —.45.69 + 0.08
Goodrich..........— —

50.84 + 0_12

Goodyear Tire & Rubber —.13.78 + 0.03

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants(L-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
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State
Murray
held
the
Special to the Ledger
Staff at Murray-Calloway University Curris Center on the
County Hospital and the Center third floor in the Barkley Room
for Health & Wellness will offer from 12-12:45 p.m. Part two
educational health promotion will be held Tuesday. Feb. 19.
events during the month of titled "Non-Surgical Weight
February to community mem- Loss Options" and presented by
bers, Wellness Center members Rebecca Wright, RD, LD. Part
three will be held Tuesday.
and MCCH employees.
An AARP Safe Driving Class March 12, titled "Surgical
will be held Wednesday. Feb. 6, Weight Loss Options" and prefrom 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the sented by Brian Swain, MD,
MCCH Center for Health and FACS. Call 762-1832 for more
Wellness. Kentucky insurances information.
A blood drive will be held
must offer a discount to those
who complete the class. Wednesday, Feb. 20, from 8:30
Participants must be age 50 or a.m. to 5 p.m. at the Center for
older and attend the entire class Health and Wellness to support
for credit (the course is class- the MCCH Blood Donor Center.
A free nutrition education
room information only). Cost is
titled "Lipid Lingo:
event
$14 general (no PrimeLife disEducation" will be
Nutrition
this
be
for
will
applied
count
class) or $12 for AARP mem- held Tuesday. Feb. 26, from 12bers (must show AARP card). 12:30 p.m. in the Center for
Pre-registration is required and Health & Wellness. February is
the class is limited to the first 20 the month for heart disease
registrants. For more informa- awareness and we've all been
tion or to register, call 762-1348 told that "knowing our numor come to the front desk at the bers" is key. But, knowing numCenter for Health and Wellness. bers is only half the battle. How
Look Good.. Feel Better, a can we impact them? Join Amy
free, non-medical, brand-neutral Vaughn, RD, as she walks
national public service program through a lipid panel. She'll
to help women offset appear- touch on what each component
ance-related changes from can- means as well as the foods to eat
cer treatments, will be held and changes to make to improve
Monday, Feb. 18, from 6-8 p.m. our numbers.
Looking ahead to March,there
at the Center for Health &
Wellness. For more information will be a Diabetes Awareness
call Angie Hutching at (270) Event Saturday, M'alth 16, from
8-10 a.m. in the MCCH South
435-4455 or (270)435-4614.
Tower Outpatient Surgery Area.
Bariatrics
Join the MCCH
Team for a three-part series The event will include free
titled "Obesity: It's More Than health screenings, health inforAesthetics" to confront the truth mation, nutrition and exercise
about obesity and the real dan- demos, prizes and more.
For more information call
gers it imposes. This series will
762-1348.
also address options for a safe
way out. All sessions will be

DATEBOOK
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visit popular Murray eatery
Sirloin Stockade to talk with
owner Adam Carver as well as
former employee and a Murray

Par

HAPPENINGS
by Annita Peeler
We have had a week full of
Super Bowl activities. I can't really say that we actually enjoy the
game itself very much, but we do
love the "party" part. OUT first
Super Bowl activity was on
Monday with Mitzi and her Super
Bowl "facts." We were amazed at
some of the statistics. We enjoyed
talking about the cheapest seat for
the game being $800, the 35 million dollars for a 30-second commercial and the 125 million chicken wings that will be sold for the
Super Bowl!
Tuesday we had a birthday party
for all of our residents that had a
birthday in January. We had two or
three residents with birthdays on
the same day. Our last birthday for
January was Mildred Minton.
Happy Birthday. Ms. Mildred, and
many more!
Wednesday we all went to an
informational meeting followed by
refreshments, of course.
Friday morning we gathered by
the fireplace for our "Coffee &
Chat" time, and discussed the
"Great Ice Storm of 2009." We
have to say it really wasn't too difficult for us because we had a really big generator so we had power.
and plenty of food, so we made it
just fine. Some of our employees
camped out in our living room in
front of the fireplace so we had
plenty of help if we needed it. It
was a time of "togetherness" and
"good" memories of a very difficult situation.
We ended this week with more
Super Bowl fun. We had our own
football game. It wasn't quite as
"rough" and we didn't make quite
as much money as the actual football stars, but we did have fun.
Saturday, Shannon Came out
and gave Us massages. Now we
are relaxed and ready for what
Jenise and Mitzi have in store for
us next week.
...Where priceless
11001,0401 WV toads.
Ullerbock U.• Muriel!, Ky
/1-6614
Phase WO 790-1,116 • 1-11116-1

LUNCH
SPECIALS
Monday-Friday 11:00-2:00

Sandwiches
(includes one classic side)
1/2 Ham & Swiss Baked Sub
$4.99
1/2 Turkey & Swiss Baked Sub
$4.99
1/2 Italian Baked Sub w/Fries
$4.99
1/2 Chicken Salad Baked Sub
$4.99
Phifly Cheese Steak ..$5.99
Cheese Burger

$3.99

Grilled Chicken

$3.99

Fried Ash Sandwich ..$3.99

Photo provided
Winners of the 71st District 1 Oratorical Contest held Jan. 27,
were Victoria Potter, District 1 Oratorical Contest Champion
and Adrian Herndon, District Runner-up. Pictured, from left,
are Potter, Cecil Cowsert, Commander of Legion Post 73 and
Herndon.

AL names oratorical
contest winners
Special to the Ledger
The American Legion District
I Oratorical Contest for 2013
was hosted by American Legion
Post 73 of Murray Jan. 27.
Victoria Potter, a senior at
Paducah Tilghman High School
was the district champion. She
is the daughter of Keith and
Tammy Potter, of Paducah. She
won a gold medal. $300 and
advances to the Area Contest to
be held in Bowling Green at a
date in February.
Adrian Herndon, a senior at
Calloway County High School

was the district runner-up. She
is the daughter of Randy and Jill
Herndon, of Murray. She won a
silver medal and $200.
The 2013 Oratorical Contest
was the 71st annual contest
sponsored .by the American
Legion. Potter has the opportunity to advance to the National
finals in Indianapolis. Ind., if
she is successful at the Area and
Department (State) contests and
will compete for up to $18,0(X)
in scholarship funds.
For more information call
Mark Kennedy at 752-3333.

State alumna Amber Harris. The
show also chats with two MSU
students and Sirloin employees,
Ashton Paschall and Katie
Barton, and has a special Skype
appearance with Joe Gagel, a
previous Sirloin Stockade worker and MSU alumnus who is
' of
busy fulfilling his dreary.
becoming a chef. Matt Gingles.
who now owns the Burrito
Shack in Murray, takes time to
talk about his days at Sirloin
Stockade.
Also, the Roundabout U crew
switches gears for a special visit
with Jason Lindsey of "Hooked
on Science."
This episode of Roundabout U
airs at various times from Feb.
3-9, and is broadcast on KET
Educational
(Kentucky
Television), WS1L and through
local cable systems. Specific
airing dates and times can be

Ladies of the Oaks
Melonie Lowe, hostess of the Oaks Ladies Bridge, announced the
bridge play winners for Wednesday. Jan. 30, as Cynthia Darnall.
first place and Patsy Neale. second place.
Patsy Woodall will serve as hostess Wednesday. Feb. 6, at 9:30
a.m. It is necessary to sign-up. All members are welcome to play.
Beginners are encouraged to attend.

$6.99
$6.99
.$7.99
$7.99

Tenders
(includes one classic side)
1/2 Order Chicken Tenders
$4.99
1/2 Order Buffalo Tenders
$3.30

ett

GET TH
AD FOR
$75.00
MON
CALL 75

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 1()0 South 15th Street, offers
Storytime Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5
years of age. In addition, there's music interaction, snacks and crafts
plus a coffee bar for moms,grandmothers and caregivers. Call 7536712 for more information.

Lynn G
Self Sto

Rebate night to be held

274-519

Calloway County High School cheerleaders will hold a rebate
night Wednesday. Feb. 6, at Mr. Gatti's Pizza, Murray. from 4-9
p.m. The cheerleaders will get credit for receipts dropped in the box
at the cash register. The public is invited to attend and support
CCHS cheerleading.

Legion officers giving help
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy, service officers of American
Legion Post No. 73, will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with the completion of
forms and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administration at
the Legion Post, 310 Bee Creek Dr. No appointment is necessary
and veterans are served on a first-come,first-served basis. For more
information call Kennedy at 752-3333.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday from 9-10 a.m. at First Christian Church. Visitors are
welcome. For more information call Sheila at 227-1723.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
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The Calloway County Democratic Executive Committee will
meet Tuesday. Feb. 5, at 5:30 p.m. at Pagliai's Pizza of Murray. All
interested Democrats are invited to attend.
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WOW lodges to meet
Woodmen of the World Lodges 592 and 728 will hold its monthly meeting Tuesday.Feb. 5. at 5:30 p.m. in the lodge hall, located on
CC Lowry Dr.

The N1

The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday. Feb. 5,at the home of Belinda Wallis at 6 p.m. Please note
the change in time and location. Members need to meet no later than
5:30 p.m. at the clubhouse to carpool. All members are encouraged
to attend.
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Veteran's benefits workshop.set
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Emeritus at Murray Senior Living Community, 905 Glendale
Road, will host a Veteran's Benefits Workshop Thursday, Feb. 7, at
6 p.m. All veterans and/or their spouses or widows and their families are encouraged to attend. Attendees will find out if they or loved
ones qualify for assisted living costs. For more information call
759-1555.
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Laker cheer clinic set
The Calloway County High School Cheerleaders will hold a
cheer clinic Saturday. Feb. 9, from 9 a.m. to noon in the gym of
CCHS.The clinic is for children in kindergarten through fifth grade.
The little cheerleaders will perform at halftime of the varsity basketball game during district tournament Tuesday. Feb. 19. The cost is
$25, which includes a T-shirt. On the day of camp children should
wear T-shirt, shorts, tennis shoes and socks. For more information
email Amy Edwards at amy.edwards@calloway.kyschools.us.
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House Salad
Caesar Salad
Chef Salad
Chicken Salad
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Democratic committee to meet

6" One Topping Pizza
$4.99

(includes breadstick)

error, Muria

Special Olympics will hold a rebate day Wednesday, Feb. 6, at
The Big Apple Café, Murray, from 11 a.m. to midnight. All money
raised will go toward the West Kentucky Polar Plunge to benefit
SO. For more information contact Laura Miller at
Imslpl@yahoo.com or 293-9054.

found online at www.roundThe public is invited to Bingo Night:held every Tbesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd., Murray. Please
aboutu.com.
Roundabout U is a weekly, note the building is a non-smoking facility. For more information
award-winning video magazine call Kevin at 293-7061.
produced by Digital Media at
Free computer classes set
Murray State University. Most
The next free computer classes at the Calloway County Public
recently. the show picked up a
will be "Computer Basics No. 2 Windows 7" Tuesday. Feb.
Library
Grand Champion designation
5-7 p.m.; and "Working with Digital Photos and Picasa"
from
5,
from Kentucky's CASE awards
Thursday, Feb. 7, from 9-11 a.m.; Call 753-2288 for information
competition. Filmed in high defand registration.
inition, the show highlights
events throughout Kentucky and
Warming Center open
the region. Visit www.roundThe Murray-Calloway County Warming Center, located at St.
aboutu.com for up-to-date infor- John's Episcopal Church on West Main St., Murray, is now open
mation and clips from past through Saturday, March 2. Anyone needing a safe and warm place
episodes. Fans can also follow from 6 p.m. to 8 a.m. is welcome. Volunteers from several area
on Facebook and Twitter for pic- churches will host each week. Additional volunteers are welcome.
tures, information and videos. For more information call University Church of Christ at 753-1881
and viewers can watch past
Temple Hill Masonic Lodge will meet
episodes on Roundabout's
Temple Hill 276 Masonic Lodge will hold it's regular meeting
YouTube page.
Tuesday.
Feb. 5. A meal will be served at 6 p.m. followed by the
For more information contact
7 p.m. Master Michael Holt urges all master masons to
at
meeting
or
809-3344
at
Clark
attend.
sclark5@murraystate.edu.

(Includes small side salad)

Salads

Advertisers
the hrst 'rise

Rebate day set for Wednesday

Pizza/Pasta
Spaghetti w/Meat Sauce
$4.99

ADJt

Registration for the fourth annual
Run4Another 5K Run/Walk, to be held
Saturday, March 2, is now open. The race
will begin at 9 a.m.at The Gate"on the campus of Murray State University. Early registration is $20 and must be received by Friday,
Feb. 16. Race-day registration is $25 and will
be taken from 8-8:45 a.m. at the starting line.
For more information, a race map, entry
more,
visit
and
Datebook forms
Ryan
contact
or
www.Run4Another.com
Morris
Jessica
at
director,
race
Brooks,
Community
978(270)
or
com
director@run4another.
editor
0911. Proceeds will benefit Murray XA's
World Missions and Murray Calloway Senior Citizens Center.

Explore Murray eatery with Roundabout U
Special to the Ledger
Join Murray State University's
Roundabout U co-hosts Jim
Carter and Sarah Clark as they

I.

e Cei-edis'ea'•'Veno

4Formransismamstt
MCCH to host events

COMMUNITY

Recreational soccer registration set
Registration for the Murray-Calloway Count Soccer
Association's spring 2013 recreational season will be held
Saturdays, Feb. 9, and 16. from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce. For more information or
to register online, visit www.beecreek.org. The spring session will
run from March 9 through May 19.
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Advertisers are requested to check

h annual
o be held
. The race
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nap, entry
visit
tact Ryan
at

the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion 'Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

uyell Notice
Nop
Personals
Anemia
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Warded
Position %Yarded
Domestic & Childcare
Business OpportuNty
Electronics
Computers
Appliance Perts
Want To Buy
Articles For Sole
&mamas
Home Furnielvngs
Antiques
Lawn & Garden

y, Feb. 6, at
. All money
e to benefit
at
Miller

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

urch

treet, offers
m birth to 5
ics and crafts
rs. Call 753-

Lynn Grove

Self Storage
270-519-0143

old a rebate
iy, from 4-9
NJ in the box
and support

Cliff & Laura Key

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st %.tonth tree!

!sday at 6:30
Jrray. Please
information

minty Public
'uesday, Feb
and Picasainformation

d Id a' a' a'
,

*New Climate Conti
Available
*247 SurveillarrA ,
*Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978 I jOlt or
270-4s•
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

DISCLAIMER
xated at St.
is now open
I warm place
several area
re welcome.
at 753-1881.

fleet
ular meeting
owed by the
masons to

nmittee will
Murray. All

When accessing the
"help wanted'. section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
03/20/2013 THROUGH 11/30/2013 KY0474227
FPS Farms. Murray KY - 2 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWR).whichever is higher is guaranteed as a minimum for all work contained in
this order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING, AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS.$9.80HR. 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS
AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE.
MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
USTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT LOCAL SWA
OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)205 S.6TH ST
MURRAY, KY 270-753-5362
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE. TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,
POST EMPLOYMENT
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
03/15/2013 THROUGH 10/15/2013 KY0474188
Jackie Carson Farms - Murray KY - 2 openings

Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
FIRMS For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sate
Motorcycles & ATV s
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Aphides
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column
Tobacco & Supplies

Nap Wanted
HELP wanted at large
terminal. Perform all
duties of barge unloading and truck shipping.
Loader operation and
mainteequipment
nance preferred. Apply
in person at Crop
Production Services
1319 Cross Span Road
Murray. EOE Drug
Free Facility
SERVICE
Representative
Services including docpreparation,
ument
account
servicing/maintenance
(account reconciliation,
address change, stop
account
payments,
transfers,
closings,
processing
notary,
check orders). Must
possess a valid dnver's
license. This position
pays $10/hour. Send
your resume or Cover
to:
Letter
kittsc ymail,com
TAKING applications at
Karen's Wildcat. No
phone calls.

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
asa minimum Mr all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.

PLANTING. GROVVING, AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO with 3rous ev. required. $9.80 HR. 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS
AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE.
MUST MEET PRODUCTION STANDARDS
USTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT LOCAL SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)205 S. 6T1-1 ST.
MURRAY, KY 270-753-SW
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST
POST EMPLOYMENT
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$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(AU 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
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$8.25 First Day. 20 words or less. Over 20 words S.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
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eMURRAY

HOUSES
SEEKING
TO CLEAN
270-627-6095
RETIRED nurse seeking position with sick or
elderly person. Have
references. 227-6594
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns:
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Full-time job vacancies at Murray campus.
Additional pay dependent upon qualifications.
Groundskeeper I S7.38/hr
(3) Building Service Technician I $7.25/hr

Top Prices Paid For
S Gold & Silver S

Apply online & view additional details at:
www.murraystateiobs.coM
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
An EEO, M/F/D, AA employer.

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

STATE UNIVERSITY

305-0 12th Street
Murray

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center in Benton Kentucky, is currently seeking experienced SRNA's. We are offering a
sign on bonus of $500.00 to SRNA's who
have been state registered over three years
and has a good attendance. Here at Lake
Way we are building bridges from our home
to yours in everything we do.
Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug free facility/AAE
EXPERIENCED
mechanic needed with
brake & chests work.
Must have own tools.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-E Murray, KY
42071

a subscription to the

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES

05 Glendale
ty, Feb. 7, at
J their famihey or loved
rmation call

Local Mail
Home Delivery
(Cello% ay ;
.430.00
3 mo.
3 mo.....-...$35.00
.455.00
6 mo.
6 mo.....-.$63.00
1 yr. -...-4105.00
1
Rest of KY/TN
tPuryeer

Busisenesil

3 mo.---...$70.50
6
1 yr..-.......4120.00
Cheek

a

FENCE Experience
Previous
Needed.
experience in installing,
fabricating, fitting or
selling fence products
a plus. Please send
resumes to P.O. Box
7729 Paducah, KY
42002-7729
Fax 270-444-7065 or
Call 270-444-0866

AB Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo....-..--375.00
6 roo --..-.$96.00
1 yr. --.$145.011

Money Order

Visa

SEASONAL CDL driver. Class A required.
Apply in person at
1266 Brewers Hwy.
Hardin. EOE

_

Name__
St. Address _
City

et

Zip

State _

a
a

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 762-1916

a

VISA

FULL OR PART-TIME
LICENSED massage
therapist wanted.
Please send resumes
to: The Retreat
1017C Highway 121
North, Murray, KY
42071

Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
12th st
cCl5 E

(270) 753-1713

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*
CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING
OF MURRAY, KV
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

753-9224
Firewood

FIRE WOOD
Seasoned Oak
And Hickory
$30 U-Haul
$45 Delivered

270-226-3741
Firewood For Sale!
Delivered: $40.
270-293-7893
270
Mobile Hornet For Sale
2012 14x54 2BR, 1BA
$28,500. No land
270-293-4021,
270-293-4023
2BR and lot $9,000
753-6012

PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGI
NICK MCCLURE OWNIlk
SINCE 1993
THANKS FOR YOUR BlisINLSS

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

3BR mobile home in
county. Coleman Rea
Estate 270-753-9898
NICE 2BR trailer for
rent. No pets.
753-9866

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets. 753-0259
1BR Apts starting at
$275/month. Various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate. 753-9898
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-85$6
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD I-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
Equal opportunity

0

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

Houses For Rent
YOUNG professional
1couple seeking
2/acres of land on quiet
near
country road
Murray to build home
closer to family.
734-497-7908
150
Articles
For Sale
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
is buying.
What coins do you
have to sell,
Business is booming Trends N' Treasures
Dr. Fuhrrnann,
270-753-4161
STRAW $3 50/bale
753-4582 Of 227-7352

Houses For Rent
SEVERAL homes to
rent in various loca
tions. Coleman Real
'Estate 270-753-9898
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 1 mile south of
city limits. 227-6431 ot
293-6156
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

1BR cabin 12 miles
south of Murray_ $475
deposit. $475 /mo.
Includes all utilities
including cable. No
pets. 873-9013
1BR, 1 BA, W/D included $385.
2BR, IBA townhome.
W/D starting at
$500. Please call 270753-7559
2BR IBA, No Pets
North of Murray
270-759-4826
3BR 2BA. C/1-1/A, all
appliances, carport. No
pets $650/mo, references, and deposit
753-1059 or 293-1645
SEVERAL homes for
rent in various locations. Coleman Real
Estate 270-753-9898

Make it easier on family.
It just makes sense
Irrevocable Medicaid
Approved
Locally owned and
'penned since 1886

Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialzst

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
(270) 753-2411 • 201 S. 3rd, Murray, KY 42071

380
Pets & Supplies
AKC FrOch & English
Bulldog puppies.
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
FOR Sale: Toy Rat
Terrier puppies. Can
be registered. 3 different colors. 519-1724
puppies.
Shih-tzu
CKC
Male/female,
shots/wormed, $250$300 270-804-8103

Campers

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

2003 Springdale by
Keystone. 1211 slideout,
.30t1. bumper, pull.
$8.995 270-293-4602

hollandmotorsales.corn
270-753-4461
Used Trucks
Ranger
Ford
95
$1,400 270-436-6126

Services Offered
436-5141 A-AFFORD
ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work

410
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. At, 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
(ismer if 121

LARGE 2BR, 2 full
bath, C/H/A, all appliances, plus lawn service. 227-5173

!REPLANNING Avoid inflationary cost.

Eyecare Specialties Call Natasha Hutson or
Chelsea Crass
308 South 12th
Murray
at 753-1916 and
759-2500
place your ad today!
murrayeyecare.c
2x2 $12.00 a week
*Eyeglasses
2x1 $6.00 a week
•Contacts
13 week contract
*Eye disease
Runs on Monday
Dr. Kevin Adams

090
Domestic & Childcare

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109

ub will meet
. Please note
no later than
encouraged

int Soccer
ill be held
the Murrayformation or
session will
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Subscribe to
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information
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heavy Equipnimit
Sports Equipment
Finesses
Musical
MoSiM home Lots For Sale
Mobile homes For Sae
Mobile Homes For Rent
Motale home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apertrnents For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Mousse For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
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Help Wanted
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200
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360
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927
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PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Real Estate
Murray Ledger & limes Fair
Housing Ad Notice

All real estate ad% ertised herein
subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discnminalion based on race. color, religion. sex, handicap, familial status or national ongin or intention 10 make any such preferences, limitation:or discrimination.
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale rental or ad‘ertising
ot real estate based Iin tactors in
addition to those protected
under tederal law.
We is ill know ingh accept am
advertising tor real estate which
is not in violation 01 the an All
persons are hereb% informed
that...Ill dwellings ads ertised an.
a% aitable on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Row r

17.11644-1001,

GARLAND
RENTAL/
"If you'vegotlt we can store it
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store &lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage. 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

L

el JOIIIIPWhere 10

1
ifore your itult

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

mercIal Proo.
For Sale
For Sale or Lease
The Bullpen
Restaurant
Building
110 S. 5th St.
Al equipment included
for turn key
,,statimnt pub rror•itl^r.
Serious inquiries
270-293-4602

460
Homes For Sale
Home for Sale
on Golf Course
-Murray, KY$68 per sq. ft.
Video Tour:
www.
HomesByOwner.
com/62941
270-227-3303

\,,
ivuut•vir
McCUISTON
ROOFING
Replacerilt'In ,1!)ti &INN/

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
All the quality...
without all the mess

l Prop. For Rent
imericel
Col rF
lE
COMMERCIAL
office/storage.
C/H/A,
2,000/sq.ff.
downtown,
fear
$500/mo. 753-9887
THREE bay shop for
rent. One 12' door, two
9' or 10' doors. Great
location off 121 South.
$55000 a month. Call
270-753-2905 or
270-293-8595 for further information.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverlield Estates
igrty
ssi
lT
RLa
pn3
SBG

293-71172

2004 Ford Explorer
XLT 4x4 $7,500 call
270-559-5272

Gallimore

Electrical Contractors,LLC
idestrlaUessimerelalfiesidsseil
lases C. Calllosers
W.OEC L L C. NEI

(270)759-0890

1-270-227-0587 Al
Carpentry
Const
New construction Al
home & mobile home
repair Free estimates
Larry Nimmo 753-0353
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

Murray Le
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YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916
ADAMS HOME
IMPROVEMENT
Additions, Remodeling
Roofing, Vinyl Siding
Laminate
Floors,
Workers
Repairs,
Comp Insured
270-227-2617
NOW ACCEPTING
CREDfT CARDS
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

F,

270-873-99
•
kentuckylake
remodchnig coin

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Gnncling
*Firewood
*Insured
(270)489-2839

Tree
YEARRY'S
Servicelicensed and
insured 24/hour emer•weekly & special pickups gency assistance. Free
locally owned/operated estimates 436-2562,
227-0267
75-1151•293-2783
—293.2784—
MICKEY WILSON
HILL SEPTIC
DEVELOPMENT
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
&TRUCKING
MI Voir Septis Nuts
Installation
*D.,
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
I
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulct,
(270) 226-5444
(170)293-8686

HAt t_'N %V ‘'.1 I
MAN.-CI \II \

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or small
Free estimates. Call
Logan at
270-293-0476.

Murray Ledger & Times
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Horoscope

uy Jacqueline Blear

HAPPY IVRTHDAY for Tuesday, Feb. 5, 2013:
This year you emphasize your long-term goals. You also have a wide
collection of friends, all of whom seem to be strong supporters. This
powerful team is instrumental to your success, and it provides you
with emotional security. You might decide to focus on establishing
some financial security. If you are single, you could meet someone
through a friendship. This friendship will play a strong role in your
year. If you are attached, make sure that you focus on the friendship
as well as the romance. SAGITTARIUS can be impulsive.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult

Photo provided
Woodmen of the World recently presented more than 600 booklets to Calloway County
Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention to help curb underage drinking. Pictured, from left,
are Woodmen of the World Field Representative Michael Burgdolf, CC-ASAP Coordinator
Lauren Ballantyne, CC-ASAP Project Director Dottie Kraemer, Woodmen of the World Area
Manager Ronnie Lear and Woodmen of the World Field Representative Shawn Hale,
at health fairs, school events and
other opportunities to connect
with our local teens who are
often tempted to experiment
with alcohol and other drugs,"
said Kraemer. "Due to the hard
work of the members of CCASAP, alcohol use by our teens
has been steadily declining but
remains the drug of choice
among youth according to the
2012 Kentucky Incentive for
Prevention Student Survey. We
still have work to do to reduce
the use even more. So thank you

Woodmen for making this donation to enhance our work." •
Woodmen of the World is one
of the nation's leading fraternal
benefit societies, and serves a
dual mission — to help ensure
financial security for members
through insurance and investment products. and to provide
opportunities to members to
become involved in the community. Many WOW lodges raise
funds for projects that will
enrich lives and benefit individuals, families and communities.

For more information call
Lear at (270) 251-2809, or visit
www.woodmen.org.
Woodmen of the World was
founded in 1890 as a fraternal
benefit organization. Today,
Woodmen of the World offers
insurance, annuities, mutual
funds and 529 college savings
785,0(X)
Nearly
plans.
Woodmen of the World members across the country share a
commitment to family, community and country.

Senate leaders vow action on pension bill
a

i1

7

Difficulty Level *

Special to the Ledger

FRANKFORT,j(y. (AP) —
Senate Republid.'N leaders 'on
Friday promised fast-track work
on pension legislation. drawing
support from business groups
demanding action to shore up a
system plagued by a massive
unfunded liability they say
threatens to drain money from
education and economic development.
The pension bill is expected to
be introduced in the Senate on
Tuesday and reviewed in committee the following day.
Kentucky lawmakers return to
the Capitol next week to resume
a 2013 regular session that will
last a few more weeks.
"We're ready to act, move
quickly on the bill," said Senate
Majority Floor Leader Damon
Thayer, R-Georgetown. "We
want to get it down to the House
early in the session so they've
got plenty of time to consider it
and hopefully pass it."
A bipartisan legislative task
force set up to study the issue
recommended several ideas
including the repeal of built-in
cost-of-living increases for government retirees. Other proposals included creating a "hybrid
cash balance" retirement plan
similar in some ways to a 401(k)
plan for employees hired after
July I. 2013. The state would
guarantee a 4 percent annual

By Dave, Gwen

3

WOW donates booklets to CC-ASAP
Woodmen of the World field
western
representatives in
Kentucky presented a donation
of more than 600 alcohol abuse
prevention booklets to Calloway
County Alliance for Substance
Abuse Prevention Jan. 24. at the
CC-ASAP offices in Murray.
The booklets include strategies for adolescents to use to
"say no- to alcohol, and techniques for parents to use to talk
to their kids about the dangers of
underage drinking and drunk
driving. Advocacy group The
Century Council publishes the
booklets with the simple philosophy that, -"kids and alcohol
don't mix.CC-ASAP is a worthwhile
organization for the company to
support in the local community,
said Ronnie Lear, Woodmen of
the World area manager.
"Fraternalism is about helping
others and giving back to the
said.
Lear
community,"Woodmen of the World fraternalists are among the most generous people 1 know. We are
happy to be able to contribute to
CC-ASAP's mission of educating children and adults about the
dangers of underage drinking."
The CC-ASAP seeks to reduce
Substance abuse of all drugs,
including alcohol, among youth
and adults, said Dottie Kraemer,
CC-ASAP project director.
"Finding brochures and information for teens that addresses
alcohol use is very hard, so the
donation Of The Century
from
brochures
Council
Woodmen of the World is greatly appreciated, and will be used

S000ku is a numtar-piackrig puzzle based on a 9x9 ana wah
several given numbers The oblect is to piece the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each cotumn and each
3,3 Dos contains the same number only once -The difficuity level
or the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

return on employee contributions under that proposal that
has elements of standard
defined-benefit and definedcontribution plans.
One of the major proposals is
for the state to fully fund its contributions to the government
retirement plans to ensure their
solvency, which has been a
long-term aim of the Legislature
but it has continually fallen
short. The task force made no
recommendations for how to
come up with the money to do
that.
Senate President Robert
Stivers said the measure would
solidify a public pension system
dogged by an unfunded liability
exceeding 130 billion. The legislation will reflect the recommendations by the task force
that delved into the thorny issue
last year, he said.
"That stops the digging, that
stops the bleeding," said Stivers.
R-Manchester. "It gets us to a
floor and then we can start filling up the hole."
:and-file
Stivers said rank
Senate members have been consulted about the legislation to
make sure there are no "gotcha
politic moments."
Business groups led by the
of
Chamber
Kentucky
Commerce said the pension
problem ranks as the overriding

issue for lawmakers to tackle.
The groups expressed support
for the task force recommendations that will be featured in the
Senate bill.
"Every day that passes without
significant changes increases the
chances that people and employers in Kentucky will be targeted
for significant tax increases,"
Chamber
Kentucky
said
President and CEO Dave
Adkisson. "Failing to act will
continue the short-sighted
downward spiral of providing
less money for education and
economic development and
more for unsustainable benefits
not available to the average taxpayer.:
Adkisson said lawmakers can
resolve how to pay for the pension overhaul when they craft
the next state budget in 2014.
Government workers and
retirees, meanwhile, are calling
for full funding for the pension
system. Scores of people gathered at the Capitol last month
for a boisterous rally to make
their position clear to lawmakers.
Adkisson said he was skeptical about linking overhauls of
the pension system and the
state's tax code, another key
issue hanging over lawmakers.
He also downplayed the need to
deal with pensions in a special

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Do yourself a favor and start listening to your inner voice
more often. How you see a personal matter could change dramatically as a result. Be aware of a tendency to be slightly defensive. Don't
take someone's comment the wrong way. Tonight: Try a new restaurant.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Listen to news with a grain of salt. Rethink a situation more
carefully. Understand what is happening within your immediate group
of friends. Know what needs to happen in order to keep you more
content. Honor a friend's request. Tonight: Let someone else choose.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Others dynamic energy could push you over the edge if you
aren't careful. A superior might think that he or she has a novel idea.
Indulge this person. You could be overwhelmed by others, especially
if you have a lot to do. Screen calls. Tonight: Try something unusual.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You have a lot to do. Getting everything done could take a
rattier large effort, as your mind keeps wandenng to yonder lands.
You could be taken aback by a suggestion. Detach, and see if you
can get the message more in the manner it was meant. Tonight: Go
for a brisk walk.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Your imagination can either resolve a problem or distort it. You
will know the outcome once you hear others' feedback. Financial
dealings will be highlighted. Sharp comments are likely. You do not
have to do more than listen to them. Tonight: Have fun with a loved
one.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Others demand a lot from you. Listen, but also recognize that
you need to make your own decisions. Friends have excellent
insights, but they don't know the specifics of what you are dealing
with. Trust your judgment when it comes to your personal life.
Tonight: Anchored in.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** You could have difficulty getting and/or giving a clear message.
Maintain a sense of humor. You might not always have the control
you desire. Your drive and follow-through make you a star wherever
you choose to put your energy. Tonight: Happily head home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Keep conversations about a key matter within a certain circle
of friends or colleagues. Confidentiality is necessary. Adapt to fast
changes in the workplace. Tap into your ingenuity if you find that
you're hitting a roadblock. Tonight: Add more spice to your personal
life._
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** The unexpected occurs. Understand that finances could be
involved. Do not commit to any expenses just yet. If you are feeling
negative or pessimistic. you could be creating more of a problem for
yourself. Detach, and walk away from the issue. Tonight: Pay your
bills.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You hit one of your power days. A friendship might be very
important to you, but know that sometimes it also can weigh you
down. This person often can be demanding. Your efforts do not go
unnoticed, and they could turn a problem around. Tonight: Do whatever feels right.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** Take some time off. Even though you might think you are needed -- and you very well could be -- you are better off resting or handling a personal matte*. right now. Someone could be very difficult to
deal with. This person carries authority with him or her. Tonight: Not
to be found.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Express your feelings with clarity, especially when dealing
with an authonty figure. The communication style you use could be
the issue. Ask for confirmation or repeat what the other party said. It
might be an effective technique. Tonight: At a favorite haunt with
friends.

legislative session, saying
there's time to start fixing it in
the 26 days left in the regular
session.
He spoke at a Capitol press
conference that also featured the
state director of the National
Federation of Independent
Businesses and the board chairman of the Associated General
Contractors of Kentucky. The
Senate Republican leaders
attended and spoke to reporters.
The three groups were among
more than 50 business organizations that signed a letter
demanding immediate action on
pension legislation.
The business leaders said the
downgrading of Kentucky's
bond rating reinforces the need
BORN TODAY
to tackle pension problems.
Singer/songwriter Bobby Brown -(1969), baseball player Hank Aaron
to
tied
Those downgrades,
singer/songwriter Sara Evans (1971)
(1934),
concerns over pension funding
levels, result in higher taxpayer
costs to finance new schools,
sewer and water lines and other
public improvements, said
David Dean, board president of
General
Associated
the
Contractors of Kentucky.
"Those higher costs will mean
fewer projects and fewer jobs
for Kentuckians," he said.
Adkisson said that fixing the
pension problems would put
bond markets "on notice that we
are serious about getting our
state's finances in order."

Alcoholics Anonymous lists schedule
Special to the Ledger
Alcoholics
Murray
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 South 12th St., in the
Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule islts follows: Sunday. 8 p.m., closed, no
smoking. 12x12 study; Monday.

noon, open. no smoking, 8 p.m.
open, smoking; Tuesday, 8 p.m.
closed, no smoking; Wednesday,
II a.m. closed, no smoking,
good old timers meeting.6 p.m..
closed, ladies meeting. smoking.
8 p.m.. open, smoking;
Thursday, 12 noon, open, nosmoking. 8 p.m. open. smoking.

big book meeting; Friday, 12
noon, open. smoking. 8 p.m.
open, smoking, newcomers
meeting; Saturday, 10 a.m.,
open, no-smoking, breakfast of
champions meeting. 8 p.m.
open, no-smoking, speaker
meeting.
Closed meetings are for peo-

ple who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are for
anyone who wants to attend an
AA meeting.
For information call Mitch at
753-9320, Chuck at (270) 4362552, Joe at 753-4161 or Dixie
at (270)978-7138.
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Ten years ago
A story about Dexter businessman Terry Mullins, who was n&ir
witness to the beginning and the
end of a historical event, the
Space Shuttle Columbia explosion, was included on the front
page of today's edition.
The Hazel City Council has
selected Lori Charlton as new
commissioner.
In high school basketball, Murray High Lady Tigers beat Lyon
County 6/-27. Selections for the
All "A" Classic all-tournament
team included Shen-i Sexton, Lisa
Thurman and Ashley Patterson,
who combined for 55 points. MHS
is now 14-3 on the season.
Twenty years ago
Recent births reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
Jan. 31, include a boy to Donna
and John Kalberer, Hardin. For
Feb. 1, a boy to Lindsey and
Amos Barnes; Benton; a boy to
Betty and Howard Hammonds.
Cadiz; a boy to Yvonne and Harry
Barksdale, Cadiz; a boy to Jeannie Prescott, Murray; and a girl
to Shelia and Mark Sins, Murray.
Amy Gibson competed in the
Pducah Jaycees Snowball Pageant.
She received a tiophy for first
runner-up, best smile and prettiest hair. She is the daughter of
Terry Gibson.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi Sorotiy will honor Renata Bogard. chapter Valentine
Queen, with a banquet Feb. 4 at
Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday
Inn.
Clay Cowan has been selected
to attend the National Youth Leadership Forum on Security and
Defense Feb. 9-14 in Washington, D.C. He is the son of William
and Mary Cowen, of Murray.
In high school basketball. Murrarltigh beat Reidland 100-80.
James Foster had a career night
with 40 points, 15 rebounds and
three blocked shots.
Thirty years ago
Alice Rouse,pressbook chairman
for the Murray Woman's Club, is

pictured with the completed book
for 1982-83 to be sent to the
Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs headquarters for judging.
Larry England, coach of the
three-time defending state champion Calloway County High School
speech team, has been awarded a
second diamond for his league
pin by the National Forensic
League.
The future of the Calloway County Fire Rescue Squad is still up
in the air three weeks after the
Fiscal Court took no action on a
request to establish a fire protection district.
Forty years ago
Stacey Adams. daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Cody Adams and senior at Calloway County High
School and Joe Resig. son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Resig and senior
at Murray High School, have been
selected to receive the Distinguished Youth Award given monthly by the Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
The Rev. John Jones is pastor
of the Kirksey United Methodist
Church.
Fifty years ago
Installed as new members of
the Murray Rotary Club at a meeting at the Murray Woman's Club
Clubhouse were Amos Tackett,
Hall McCuiston and Glenn Wooden.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Jones, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Griggs. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Miller. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lannon and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Smiley.
Sixty years ago
Elected as officers of Calloway
County Farm Bureau were Hansford Doran, president; Harrell
Broach, vice president; and R.H.
Dixon, secretary treasurer. John
Lassiter is retiring president.
Bobby Hargis, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Hargis. is stationed with
United States Army at Camp Pickett, Va.

In 1783. Britain's King George
III proclaimed a formal cessation
of hostilities in the American Rev-

E3

LiberatiOn 'Army.
In 1976, more than 23,000 people died when a severe earthquake
struck Guatemala with a magnitude of 7.5, according to the U.S.
Geological Survey.
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some people
swear by them

-- such as acupressure for
the

nausea

By

flushed out, so the theory goes,
the body functions better and
metabolism returns to normal.
I'm sympathetic to this idea.
Surely, in the post-industrial age
we have added many chemicals
chemiinto our asivironment
cals-dig-none ef our species,
going back 40,000 years, had ever
been exposed to. It's not unreasonable to think that some of
these chemicals might be damaging our health, and that anything
that removes them from our body
might therefore be beneficial.
But there's no evidence that
detox diets actually remove toxins from our bodies, prevent chronic disease or improve overall
health. What's more, detox diets
can be expensive and can cause

by

unpleasant side effects such as

chemotherapy.

decreased energy, lightheadedness,
headaches and nausea.

Dr. Komaroff caused

openFn.'
minded, yet
skeptical.
about any proposed treatment -mainstream or complementary -until it's been shown to be of
value in scientific studies.
Which brings us to cleanse or
detox diets. You've probably heard
of the "Master Cleanse." For days,
you consume only a concoction
made of spring water, organic
maple syrup, freshly squeezed
organic lemon juice and a pinch
of cayenne pepper. Not all detox
diets are that extreme, but many
do require at least 24 hours of a
strict liquid diet.
But what exactly does it mean
to "detoxify"? And do these diets
really hold the key to physical
and spiritual rejuvenation?
The word "detoxification"
describes any type of therapy that
removes potentially damaging toxins from the body. Pesticides are
an example.
The idea behind detox diets is
that the buildup of toxins in our
bodies decreases immunity, leads
to chronic disease, decreases energy and slows metabolism. Detox
diets claim to cleanse the body
of this toxic waste. As toxins are
Dr. Anthony
Komaroff

Before you go on a detox diet,
consider this: Your body's own
organs, particularly the liver, are
part of a natural detoxification
system. They convert toxins into

non-toxic substances that your
body excretes.
Specific foods and food groups
are especially good at supporting
our natural detoxification system.
At the top of the list are cruciferous vegetables, such as broccoli,cabbage, watercress and Brussels sprouts. Other foods on the
list include garlic, leeks and onions,
turmeric and citrus peel.
If you're in good health, a
brief detox diet probably won't hurt.
But avoid one completely if you
are nursing or pregnant, young,elderly or have a medical condition,
I support my body's natural
detoxification system by eating a
well-balanced, plant-rich diet that
includes plenty of detox-supporting foods. After all, why drink broccoli when you can just eat it'?
Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

I DON'T CARE IF I DON'T
.. Au_ I WANT
ACTUALLY
IS TO 6E7 PAST THE FIRST
FEI ROOND05, AND Miva
A DECENT WONG...
LETS 5EE NOW...HOW
DOES TIAKT ROLE 60?

* Store crochet or knitting neeSO MANY
dles.
LANES,
— Heloise
SO FEW
WATER SPOTS
CASHIERS
Dear Heloise: I know that you
Dear
Readers: have published how-to articles that
Here is this have included removing water spots
week's from finished furniture. Would you
SOUND OFF, please share that with me again?
by
— Ed, via email
about checkHappy to help! Mix a little
Heloise
out lanes at
grocery baking soda and nongel white
toothpaste together and rub on
stores:
"Why is it that grocery stores the spot. Make sure to use a nonbuild 30 checkout lanes, and they, gel toothpaste without whitening
open only four or five of them? ingredients. It takes some time for
I constantly have to wait in line the spots to disappear — just be
at one of two open lanes, while patient. When they are gone, pol25 others sit there unused. Even ish or war the wood. Be sure to
when it is a busy time of year, test in an unseen area before trylike around the holidays, they may ing this. Baking soda is one of
open a few more, but never all my all-time favorite household
of them. So why do they even products. I have compiled a pamhave them, if they are not going phlet with all of my favorite uses.
to he used? — A Reader in Texas" To order, send $5 and a long.
self-addressed, stamped (66 cents)
— Heloise
envelope to: Heloise/Baking Soda,
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: Other uses for P.O. Box 795001, San Antonio,
upright, cylindrical potato-chip 7X 78279-5001. Did a young artist
mark on your washable walls with
cans:
* Keep uncooked spaghetti in crayons? Put a little baking soda
on a damp sponge and rub the
one.
area, — Heloise
one.
in
cookies
Ship
*
WAY TO SAVE
* Use to hold straws.
Dear Heloise: 1 get those
* Make into a piggy bank.

ACROSS
1
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10
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13
14
15
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23
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27
28
29
30
35
36
37
38
40
42
43
44
45

monthly mailers filled with
coupons. I don't use most of them,
but they often have coupons for
discounts at restaurants or for things
like carwashes or oil changes. For
coupons like these, I keep them
in a plastic zippered bag in my
glove box. I never know when I
am going to have the time to stop
for a carwash or oil change, or
when we will eat at a particular
restaurant. Now they are always
available. and I don't lose out on
saving some money. — A Reader, via email
PERFECT PIN
Dear Heloise: I read in my
paper today the hint about carrying pins (Heloise here: A reader
wrote in about keeping extra safety pins on the hem of her skirt).
I like what I do better. I carry
extra safety pins on my key rings.
— Josie in West Virginia
TRASH DETERRENT
Dear Heloise: Before I place
big trash bags out for pickup, I
find that tearing open one of the
small daily bags of dirty cat litter also deters scavengers, like
buzzards and raccoons. — Jeff,
via email
(c)2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Cavalry stations
Great weight
Bullfight cry
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Jack of rhyme

Penny
Sofa
STAG
SPAR
Golden — (senior citizens)
TIRED
SCUBA
Bugs bugs him
INANE
Des Moines native
PORED
Catch in the act
BIN
ONETIME
Paddle's cousin
CASS I US
ICE
Masseur's workplace
CASE
LESTAT
Old West outlaw
ALAMO
Volleyball need
Seep
DOWELS
SC AM
Tennis star Monica
LAT
AME R 0 N
Trifled (with)
ORIGAMI
ORE
Khayyam
Poet
TATER
FOLIO
Butter square
Old West outlaw
OPENS
FL I NT
First aid case
REST
SANS
Have lunch
Saturday's answer
Sis's sibling
Select group
NEW CROSSWORD BOOK! Send $4 75 (check/m o.) to
Sad sack
Thomas Joseph Book 1, PO Box 536475 Orlando, FL 32853-6475
Home design
6 7 8 9
Put in office
3 4 5
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DEAR ABBY: I have a pet
peeve and its an aggravation I
encounter frequently. For some reason, people do not understand hours
of business. Our hours are always
clearly posted, so PLEASE don't
knock on the door before the
business is open.
My personal irritant has to do
with closing time. When the sign
says we close at 9 p.m., it means
the doors lock at that time. It
does NOT mean that if you can
slide in the door 30 seconds before
closing that we must stay and
serve your needs for however long
you are present.
If you can't complete your
business at or before closing time,
then come back tomorrow or find
a business that stays open later.
There are still a lot of duties to
be finished after the last customer
leaves and before we can go home.
-- HAD A LONG DAY, RICHLAND, WASH.
DEAR HAD A LONG DAY:
Not only was it a long day, it
appears to have been a bad one.
If it wasn't, you wouldn't have
forgotten that the most important
thing in running a business is
customer service. This sometimes
can mean bending the rules.
If you find this too difficult,
you can always refuse to open
your door early and "remind" anyone who enters just before closing that you lock your door promptly at the posted hour for the reason you stated. Individuals who
want more personalized service are.
indeed, free to shop at stores with
more flexible hours. (And they
will.)

DEAR DOCTOR K: It seems
like everyone I know is doing a
cleanse Of detox diet Is there any
ment to them'?
DEAR READER:As my readen know, I'm open to a number
of non-traditional treatments. Some
have been studied scientifically
and found to be valuable -- like
tai chi for fibromyalgia. Others
haven't been
fully studied
but appear to
no
have
adverse
effects, and
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In 1962, St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital was founded in
Memphis. Tenn., by entertainer
Danny Thomas.
In 1972, Mariner 9, orbiting
Mars, transmitted images of the
red planet.
In 1974, newspaper heiress
Patricia Hearst was kidnapped in
Berkeley.Calif.. by the Symbionese

olutionary War.
In 1789. electors chose George
Washington to be the first president of the United States.
In 1861, delegates from six
southern states that had recently
seceded from the Union met in
Montgomery,Ala.,to form the Confederate States of America.
In 1938, Walt Disney's animated feature "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs" opened in general U.S. release.
In 1941, the United Service
Organizations (USO) came into
existence.
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ones, he can stay in touch with
them electronically.
What your son is experiencing is one of the realities of military life, and it may teach him
to become more adept at social
relationships. So think positive
and do not let his fear of change
hold you back.

Rely on your body's natural
detox system, not a fad diet

Hints From Heloise

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, Feb. 4, the
35th day of 2013. There are 330
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Feb. 4, 1913, Rosa Parks.
a black woman whose 1955 refusal
to give up her seat on a Montgomery. Ala., city bus to a white
man sparked a civil rights revolution, was born Rosa Louise
McCauley in Tuskegee, Ala.
On,this date:

El

D

DEAR ABBY: We're a military family and have moved often
since my husband and I married.
In the past, relocating was always
easy because our two sons were
younger, but we have lived in the
same community for more than five
years now. Our older son is 14
and a freshman in high school.
My hushas
band
a
reached
point in his
career where
he can either
from
retire
the military or
to
re-enlist
finish out his
years.
30
Dear Abby Either way, it
will probably
require anothBy Abigail
er move. Our
Van Buren
II -year-old
son is a free spirit who seems to
adjust wherever we are. The problem is, our teenager is begging
us not to move because of the
friends he has in school.
I'm torn. I understand my son's
reasons, and people who had to
move as teens agree its difficult
when they're in high school. We
live in a very small town, and
I'm sure the move will take us
to a larger area. I know my son
will see he'll have more to do
and will make a lot more friends.
But he doesn't want to leave and
is becoming very emotional about
it
My husband is willing to leave
without us. get settled and let our
son finish high school here. I
don't want to separate the family. Can you help us? -- NOT "AT
EASE" IN GEORGIA
DEAR NOT AT EASE: Do
not separate your family. If this
were your son's last year of high
school, I might feel differently.
However, there is still plenty of
time for him to make new friends
at a new high school. Because
he doesn't want to lose his old

Today in History

clear message
lave the control
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Military morn must rally all
of her family to move
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PREP BOYS BASKETBALL: MARSHALL CO. 64, MURRAY 51
DAVID RAMEY/
Ledger & Times

Tigers still improving in loss

Murray High
guard Dylan
Boone
survyes the
Marshall Co.
defense during Saturday
night's 4th
District tilt at
Tiger Gym.
Murray High
fell
64-51,
but showed
improvement
despite the
loss.

MURRAY HIGH FALLS
TO DISTRICT-LEADING
MARSHALS
By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
The Murray High Tigers took a step
forward Saturday.
But against the two-time defending
regional champions — it wasn't quite
enough.
Marshall County, paced by 23 points
from Chase Clark, posted a 64-51 victory
over Murray Saturday at Tiger Gym.
But it was marked improvement for
Murray, which had been routed 61-36

early this season at Marshall County. And
it was a step up from a disappointing loss
at Hickman County Friday.
"It was a lot better than last night,"
Tiger coach Joey Adair said. "The guys
are young - they are getting better. We
just have to know our roles and fulfill
them. When we take charges — when we
are doing the little things — we are small
team that is playing with a little meanness
— and we are better."
Murray got as close as seven in the
final period — but the play of Clark, who
was 9 of 14 from the floor, lifted the
Marshals to the final.
Murray fell to 10-14 overall and finished 4th District regular season play at 33. Marshall County improved to 20-4

overall and 4-0 in district action.
They will face Calloway County in a
key district contest Friday.
Murray fell behind 23-12 early in the
second quarter but the Tigers finished the
period with eight straight, paced by Andre
Phillips to cut the lead to 31-25 at halftime.
Marshall's Noah Steele paced the
Marshals in the third quarter as MCHS
built up a 46-34 edge.
Logan Foster, who had significant
playing time after returning from the flu.
had all eight of his points in the second
half. His 3-pointer got • Murray. within
seven with 2:25 left, but Marshall was 5
for 5 from the free throw line in the closn See TIGERS, 9A

PREP GIRLS BASKETBALL:
MURRAY 57, MARSHALL CO. 55

MURRAY STATE 75, AUSTIN PEAY 68(OT)

Extra fun!
RACERS DISPATCH AUSTIN
PEAY IN OVERTIME AS PART
OF ALUMNI CELEBRATION AT
CFSB CENTER
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
As if this weekend wasn't going to be nostalgic
enough. Shawn Witherspoon may have thought he was
looking in a mirror at times Saturday.
Witherspoon, who Steve Prohm coached during his
final season with the Racers, was in attendance this
; weekend as part of Murray State's basketball alumni
celebration, and the former Racer forward may have
gotten a glimpse into the past from a current one.
Senior Latreze Mushatt scored 14 points and pulled
down eight rebounds in 30 minutes of play Saturday, as
Murray State took down rival Austin Peay 75-68 in
overtime.
, Mushatt was one of four Racers in double-figures as
: he continues to rehab a torn Achilles' tendon, and
Prohm said the fifth-year senior's performance was a
fitting one with Witherspoon in the audience.
"Shawn Witherspoon is in town right now and I
coached Shawn his senior year with one foot," Prohm
said. "He just wasn't the same player, but both
(Witherspoon and Mushatt) have great toughness. They
are very similar in a lot of ways, what they provide for
the team.Saturday's win over Austin Peay was easily
Mushates best performance of the season, and aside
from Witherspoon's presence, couldn't have come at a
better time.
The Racers shooting woes continued through most of
Saturday's game, including an uncharacteristic afternoon from Isaiah Canaan.
Canaan was 0 for 7 from the floor in the first half,
scoring just two points on a pair of made free throws.
The senior All-American would stretch his drought all
the way to an 0 for 10 mark before finally getting a runner in the lane to fall.
That was when Austin Peay head coach Dave Loos
said he thought the Goys might have been in trouble.
"He had two (points) at the half and he was 0 for 7,
which we talked about," Loos said. "He's a good corn•See RACERS,9A

DAVID RAMEY Ledger 8. Times

Murray High point guard Janssen Starks drives the lane
against a Marshall County defender Saturday night at
Tiger Gym.

DISTRICT
DOMINANCE!
MURRAY HIGH
WRAPS UP 4TH
DISTRICT PLAY
AT PERFECT 6-0

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger

Murray State's Stacy Wilson (1) and Ed Daniel battle two Austin
Peay players for this rebound Saturday afternoon at the CFSB
Center.

Turnovers doom Lady Lakers
By NICK CMXAN
Sports Writer
Missed opportunities and empty possessions led to the Lady Lakers 12th lose of
the season.
When the • No. 3 ranked team in
Kentucky came into Jeffrey Gymnasium
Saturday afternoon head coach Scott
Sivills had one simple message for his
team.
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By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
For the Murray High Lady
Tigers Saturday's 57-55 victory
over Marshall County was perfect.
As in perfect for the regular
season in 4th District play.
The Lady Tigers posted

their 20th victory of the season
and concluded district regular
season with a spotless 6-0 mark
— believed to be the first district unbeaten mark in school
history.
And it was behind the play
of junior Kalai Trice, who continued elevating her play in district contests.
"We got where we are
telling her that every single
night is a district game,
because she just lifts her play
up in those games,- Lady Tiger
coach Rechelle Turner said
II See LADY TIGERS, 9A

PREP GIRLS BASKETBALL: HENDERSON CO. 60, CALLOWAY CO. 30

CALLOWAY PLAYS
STRONG FIRST HALF
AGAINST STATE'S No.
3 RANKED TEAM

BUR(
DOU1
STA

Take care of the ball.
Unfortunately for Sivills and his squad
that task was easier said than done.
The Lady Colonels 60-30 win over
Calloway County was a result of the 25
turnovers they were able to create, the
majority of which coming from the Lady
Lakers top three starters.
"Out of our 13 (first half) turnovers nine
of those are from our three best players,"
Sivills said. "That can't happen. If you
want to win against anybody or if you want
to beat good quality teams your best players simply can't throw the ball away."
It was a tale of two halves for Calloway
County, who were a few possessions and
missed free throws away from taking a lead
into hairtigne. The Lady Lakers made it dif-

ficult defensively on Henderson County
throughout the first half causing Lady
Colonel head coach Jeff Haile to call a couple early timeouts.
Offensively, Calloway County was
aggressive in getting to the lane, causing
Henderson County's starters to get into
foul trouble. However, the Lady Lakers
only went 51 percent from the line and the
field leading to the 29-20 first half deficit.
"We gave them a forewarning that
coach Haile was probably getting after his
team because defensively we did some
really good things," Sivills said. "We did
some really good things in the first half and
made them a little bit uncomfortable. We
didn't do a very good job of matching their
U See LADY LAKERS,9A

NICK DOLAN/
Ledger & Times

Calloway
County's
Summer
Simmons
drives to the
hoop
a
against
Henderson
County player Saturday
at
Jeffrey
Gymnasium.
After a solid
first half, the
Lady Lakers
couldn't
hold on late.
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Guards lead Racers to victory
BURGESS, ROBINSON,SISK REACH
DOUBLE-FIGURES, LEAD MURRAY
STATE TO FIFHT-STRAIGHT WIN
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
- Erica Burgess is back.
If you don't believe it, just
ask Austin Peay.
The junior scored 16 ponits
on 6 for II shooting and added
four assists and four steals
Saturday,'leading Murray State
past the Lady Goys 65-61.
Burgess played 31 minutes,
the most since her New Year's
Eve suspension, and Murray
State needed every one of them
after starter Tessa Elkins found
herself in foul trouble.
"It was good to see her back,"
Murray State head coach Rob
Cross said of Burgess. "I think
she's back in a rhythm now. She
was out for a week, not just
games, but practice too, and so
you have to get back in the flow
and get back .in a rhythm.
"I know that she in a good
frame of mind and she's ready to
contribute and help her team win
a championship no matter
what."
As good as Burgess was in
helping Murray State earn it's
fifth-straight win, the guards
around her may have been even
better.
Mariah Robinson scored 17
points. Erika Sisk pitched in -a
team-high 19 and every Racer
guard seemed to make an impact
against the Lady Goys.
Despite battling foul trouble
Elkins ended up with six
rebounds in just 11 minutes of
action and Keiona Kirby came
off the bench to knock down two
big 3-pointers.
Even sparsely used Alyssa
Like got in on the action, knocking down a game-tying 3-pointer with 4:40 left to play to give
Murray State a jolt.

"We have good depth and I
really feel like eveyone did do
something right," Cross said.
"This is one of those games
where everybody got a chance
and everybody actually contributed and did that on the
court. Everybody always contributes on the bench and those
things, but everybody should
walk away and feel good about
contributing to a win, a very
important conference win."
The Racers faced a very
active zone from Austin Peay,
but responded with shot timely
3-point shooting. .
Murray State finished just 10
for 32 from beyond the arc, but
made the shots that counted
most down the stretch.
After Like's 3-pointer tied
the game at 50-50, Erika Sisk
knocked down a shot from distance to push Murray State in
front with 3:55 left.
The Racers wouldn't trail
again.
Meghan Bussabarger scored
a game-high 22 points and
added II rebounds to lead
Austin Peay (6-15, I-8), who
Cross said has been closer to
wins this season that it's record
would indicate.
"You have to give coach
(Carrie) Daniels and her team a
lot of credit,- he said. 'They
play 40 mintues every game,
you see that just watching them
on film. Playing them is kind of
like going to the dentist, you
know it's going to be difficult.
"A lot of their games have
come down to the wire and with
them coming off a victory in
their last game, I really felt like
we would have to play our Agame to win."
Freshman Kelsey Dirks —
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time period, and thanks in large
From Page 8A
part to early foul trouble, the
petitor so you knew he was
Goys couldn't do much about it.
get
going.
going to come out and
"That hurt us a lot, even earOverall I thought we did a pretlier than in overtime," Loos said.
ty good job on him, but late he "We had guys. Triggs, on the
made the plays he was supposed bench early. (Chris) Horton
to..,
fouling out made a difference
Canaan didn't make his first too. I thought(Murray State) got
3-pointer until the overtime into the lane and made a couple
period, keeping his streak of 30- of shots after that, that he would
straight games with a made 3 get a hand on probably."
intact, and it came when the
Despite his 0 for 10 start,
Racers desperately needed it.
Canaan would finish 6 for 18
Canaan opened the overtime from the floor with a game-high
period with a basket and a foul, 19 points, just two below his
knocking down the free throw to season average. The Biloxi,
give Murray State a 66-63 lead. Miss. native also tied a careerA Will Triggs jumper cut the high with eight rebounds and
lead to one, but a pair of Stacy added three assists and three
Wilson free throws pushed MSU steals in the win.
back in front by three.
Ed Daniel also had eight
Travis Betran hit one of his rebounds to go with his 13
two free throws to the lead to points and two blocks and Stacy
68-66. then Canaan's first 3- Wilson chipped in 12 points and
pointer of the day rattled home a pair of assists. Freshman
to give the Racers all the cush- Jeffery Moss, who started the
overtime period alongside
ion they would need.
Murray State outscored Mushatt over Dexter Fields and
Austin Peay 12-5 in the over- Brandon Garrett, had a career-

III Tigers...
better teams.
From Page 8A
"For this team to learn conthe
win.
ing minutes to secure
sistency and grow like they
Phillips had II to lead
should — we have to put four
a
Murray, while freshman Ire
quarters together whether we
Hombuckle had 10 points for are on the road — whether we
the Tigers.
are playing at home, who we
"It's the first time in eight are playing — it doesn't matgames he's played well, but it's ter," Adair said. "And our guys
also the first time in eight are learning. This is an evolugames our guards have done a tion of a ball team. And the
good job of getting him the evolution of a ball team is
basketball," Adair said.
sometimes dirty and doesn't
Austin Rentfrow had 13 look good. But these guys are
points while Mason Wooten learning. And they are getting
12 for Marshall County.
had
better."
•
The Tigers showed improveMurray travels to Mayfield
ment - but not enough to over- tonight.
come Marshall.
"We've got a tough schedule
KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
And Saturday's performance all the way out and we've just
Murray State's Erika Sisk puts up a shot while drawing a continued a trend for Murray got to get better," Adair said.
foul during Saturday afternoon's OVC game against — a better effort against the "It's a one-game season now."
Austin Peay.
who has started every game for was told by the athletic training
the Racers this season — left the staff that she was good to go at
floor just four minutes into halftime. I was going to put her
Saturday's game with a knee in, but she had sat over there so
I just thought, 'Let's not do
injury.
Cross said the freshman for- that.'
"She was smiling and said
ward banged knees with an
Austin Peay player, and said he she could go, but I just sat her on
could have called on her servic- the bench just as a precaution."
The Racers will take a break
es if needed.
"I just didn't want to use her from conference play, leaving
HOW MANY ROOMS?
if it wasn't necessary," he said. Murray today to face New
"She told me she could play, I Orleans Wednesday.
•
Get the Hopper Whole-Home HD DVR
only horn DISH.

E

E SAY

. k at
-tell," he said.'"You can boo
high five assists and
the stat sheets from the last three
turnovers.
Prohm said his decision to games, we are 9 for 56 from the
start Mushatt and Moss in the 3-point line and that's not a very
final frame was based more on good percentage. We have to
what he had seen late in regula- continue to put pressure on the
tion, and says he still won't tinbasket and get the ball inside
ker with the Racers' starting
good things will eventually
and
lineup.
for us. Even Isaiah is
happen
"They were just the guys that
shooting the ball right
struggling
was
I
floor,
were out there on the
staying with that same lineup now, and I don't know what that
with those guys," he said. is. There's some open shots and
"Latreze and Jeff, thought right he's just struggling.
here we were playing well and
"I hope it's Thursday night
we needed to stay in that flow.
that he gets out of it."
"We will stay in the same
mindset and stay in the same
framework that we've been
going with, though."
The Racers finished just 24
for 62 from the field, and Prohm
said he still isn't sure why his
team isn't knocking down open
shots, but says he hopes they can
snap out of it before Thursday's
league-leading
with
tilt
Belmont.
"We have been struggling to
make shots lately, and you can

III Lady Tigers...
From Page 8A
after her team moved to 20-4
on the season.
"Kalai's finally understanding the player she can be and
she's enjoying it and she's taking this team on her shoulders
along with Janssen (Starks) and
really stepping up at huge
times."
Trice had 14 points and
seven rebounds and after
Taylor •Meadows burned the
Lady Tigers with 23 points,
Turner sent Trice after her in a
box-and-one defense.
"We know she's going to be
the best athlete on the floor
most nights," Turner said. "A
lot of people don't realize how
good we think Kalai can be.
And she is starting to show
that."
Marshall County coach
Joseph Simmons is a believer.
-Maybe we need to change
our colors and go pink one
night,- Simmons said. "Get rid
of that blue and orange. Maybe
she won't recognize us."
Starks, who announced
Friday she was committing to
Murray State, led the Lady
Tigers with 17 points — but
was just 6 of 17 from the floor.

but then they keep making the
From Page 8A
same
mistakes and some of our
intensity in the second half.have
not made the adjustkids
it was . all Henderson County
ment through 25 games. We
after the half.
The Lady Lakers only scored can't simply do these same
10 points and gave up 31, turn- things. We've got to do someing over the ball 12 times. They thing different. Right now I'm
shot 21.6 percent in the second just trying to find five kids or
half, only scoring a single point six kids that are willing to give
me the effort and give me the
in the 4th quarter.
Sivills said his team needs to types of things that will help us
come together in order to make win basketball games."
With only five games left
it through the postseason.
"You've got to play a 32 Sivills said his team is focused
minute game instead of 16 min- on improving for the district
utes," Sivills said. "We have tournament.
The turn around is short
some really good kids but we
have to have kids to buy into again for the Lady Lakers as
they play three of their final five
our system and right now
don't know if they are totally games, this week. The first of
which is at 7:30 p.m. Monday
bought into it or not.
"I feel like we are at times against St. Mary in Paducah.

•

II Racers...

Ledger & Times

III Lady Lakers...

She did hand out seven assists. in the lane.
Starks then forced a steal,
Trice said she is just picking
kicked the ball out to Trice who
up her play.
"I just felt like we need this hit an open Hannah Clark to
win as a team. To be 6-0 in the put Murray on top for good at
district is amazing," Trice said. 55-53 with 38 seconds left.
A Bailey Greer score got the
"I thought it was a great team
Marshals within two at
Lady
effort.
"I just decided that I need to 3.4 seconds left, but after Julie
show up and play and help my Thiede missed a free throw
teammates out. And that's why Trice sealed the game with a
rebound.
I'm trying my hardest."
Murray earns the No. I seed
Murray also got eight points
district tournament and a
the
in
and seven rebounds from
likely berth in the 1st Region
Maddie Waldrop.
"That's a heck of a team," tourney.
"It's a special thing to go 6Simmons said. "And it's not
any district — but to go 6in
0
show."
one-man
a
just
Saturday's game was tight 0 in our district — it just says
throughout — with ties at eight so much about our kids and
and the end of the first quarter how hard they work," Turner
said. "I'm just extremely proud
and a 23-23 deadlock at half.
them.of
a
and
Waldrop's work inside
Murray travels to Mayfield
couple of baskets from Liz
Grogan helped Murray build up Monday for a boys-girls doua 41-35 lead at the end of three bleheader.
— but Meadows had back-toback scores to start the fourth.
A Grogan 3-pointer gave
Murray a 49-43 lead, but
Marshall rallied to tie the game
at 51 on a score by Mariah
McKenty. A McKenty score put
the Lady Marshals on top, but
Starks answered with a jumper
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ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTES

If you experience difficulty hearing....
look to the professionals at Stone-Lang.
The area's premier
hearing aid provider!

LICENSED AND
BOARD CERTIFIED
• FREE HEARING
SCREENING TESTS
• SAVE UP TO 40%
ON HEARING AIDS

CALL TODAY 1-270-753-8055

Co.
STONE-LANG
REHABILITATION
HEARING

210 South 12th • Murray, KY •800-949-5728
www.stoneiang.com
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SUPER BOWL XLVII: RAVENS 34, 49ERS 31
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KtiSAA Sports
Prep Boys Basketball
Saturday
Atlanta Area School tor the Deal, Ga 61
Ky. School tor the Deaf 51 OT
Brecitinnciga Co. 84, Butler Co 67
Campbellsville 70, Metcalfe Co 41
Carlisle Co. 80, Community Chnssan
(Paducah) 53
Caverns 82, Monticello 49
Elizabethtown 55, LaRue Co 51
Henderson Co 69, Es Memorial, Ind 66,
OT
Livingston Central 69, Chnsten
Felowship 43
Matson Southern del Riverside
Chnstian, forfeit
Meade Co. 77, Fredenck Fraize 41
Owensboro 52, McLean Co. 45
Southwestern 64, Lincoln Co. 55
Whilesyille Tnnity 42, Dawson Springs 34
Postponements end Cancellations
Burgin vs. Lou. Collegiate, ccd.
Knott Co. Central vs Belfry, ppd
Raceland vs Portsmouth Notre Dame,
Ohio, cod
Rose Hie Christian vs Portsmouth
ScioloviNe, Ohio, ppd
Today
Murray High at Mayfield, 730 p.m.
CCA at Christian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m.
Carlisle Co at Fulton Co., 7,30 p.m
Trigg Co. at Hoplunsvolle. 7:30 p.m_

FLACCO EARNS
MVP HONORS
IN BIZZARE
SUPER BOWL
By BARRY WILBER
AP Pro Football Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) From blowout to blackout to
shootout, Joe Flacco and the
Baltimore Ravens had just
enough power to survive one of
the most electric Super Bowls
ever.
The outage flipped a switch
for the San Francisco 49ers, but
the Ravens used a last-gasp
defensive stand to hold on
Sunday night, 34-31.
America's biggest sporting
event came to a half-hour
standstill in the third quarter
when most of the Superdome
lights and the scoreboards went
dark. By then, the Ravens had a
22-point lead.
Everything changed after
that, though, and the 49ers
staged a sensational rally
before Ray Lewis and Co. shut
it down. But there were plenty
of white-knuckle moments and
the Ravens (14-6) had to make
four stops inside their 7 at the
end.
For a Super Bowl with so
many subplots, it almost had to
end this way.
Flacco's arrival as a championship quarterback coincides
with Lewis' retirement - with
a second Super Bowl ring no
less. The win capped a sensational month since the star linebacker announced he was leaving the game after 17 Hall of
Fame-caliber years.
The sibling rivalry between
the coaching Harbaughs went
to John, older than Jim by 15
months.
"How could it be any other

Haverstock Insurance Agency

MATE SLOCUM / AP Photo
Baltimore Ravens quarterback Joe Flacco (5) holds the Vince Lombardi Trophy after
defeating the San Francisco 49ers 34-31 in the NFL Super Bowl XLVII football game,
Sunday, Feb. 3, 2013, In New Orleans.
way? It's never pretty. It's never Lombardi Trophy in as many challenging, though, and Colin
Kaepernick's 15-yard TD run,
perfect. But its us," John tries.
Michael Crabtree's 31-yard the longest for a quarterback in
Harbaugh said. "It was us
touchdown reception on which a Super Bowl, made it 31-29. A
today."
The loss of power delayed he broke two tackles made it 2-point conversion pass failed
the game 34 minutes and left 28-13. A couple minutes later, when the Ravens blitzed.
Tucker added a 38-yarder
players from both sides stretch- Frank Gore's 6-yard run foling and chatting with each lowed a 32-yard punt return by with 4:19 remaining, setting up
other. It also cost Baltimore Ted Ginn Jr., and the 49ers the frantic finish.
Kaepernick couldn't get the
whatever momentum it built, were within eight.
Ray Rice's fumble at his 24 Ravens into the end zone on the
and that was considerable after
Jacoby Jones' 108-yard kickoff led to David Akers' 34-yard final three plays - there was
return aad game MVP Flaceo's field goal, but Baltimore woke contact on Crabteeeloathofinal
three touchdown passes made it up for a long drive leading to pass that appeaKed ingidental
rookie Justin Tucker's 19-yard - and Ravens punter Sam
28-6.
Koch took a safety for the final
Back came San Francisco field goal.
San Francisco wasn't done. score.
(13-5-1) in search of its sixth

Prep Girls Basketball
Saturday
Adair Co. 52, LaRue Co 43
Bellevue 66, Dayton 61
Bowling Green 76, Greenwood 52
Coy_ Holy Cross 56. Newport Central
Catholic 44
Crittenden Co 42, Reidland 34
Edmonson Co 67, Russellville 55
Hopkins Co. Central 77, McLean Co 65
Hopkinsville 67, Livingston Central 41
Marion Co. 70, Washington Co. 19 •
Meroar Co. 66, Burgin 48
Mullenberg County 69, Breckinndge Co
49
Murray 57, Marshall Co 55
University Heights 58. Lyon Co 41
VVhitefield Academy 46, VVhitesville
Trinity 26
Postponements and Cancellations
Pikeville vs. Belfry, ppd.
Portsmouth Sciotoville. Ohio vs. Rose Hill
Christian, ppd.
Today
Murray High at Mayfield, 6 p.m.
Galloway Co at St Mary, 7:30 p.m.
Lone Oak at Ballard Memorial, 630 p.m.
CCA at Chnsten Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Carlisle Co. at Fulton Co.,6 p.m.
Hopkins Co. Central at Trigg Co., 7:30
p.m_
OVC Sports
Man's College Basketball
Saturday
Murray State 75, Austin Peay 68
Jacksonville State 70, Morehead State
59
Eastern Kentucky 81, Southeast Missouri
State 72
Belmont 74, Tennessee Tech 52
SI4J-Edwardsolle 49, Eastern Illinois 42
Tuesday
CrovAey's Ridge College at Eastern
Kentucky, 6 p m

National Basketball Association
All Times EST
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W
L Pct GB
30 15 667
Nev. York
3
28 19 596
Brooklyn
7
24 23 511
Boston
20 26.435 10.5
Philadelphia
17 31.354 14:5
Toronto
Southeast Don
W
L Pct GB
Miami
30 14.682
5
26 20.565
Atlanta
14 33.298 17.5
Orlando
11 35.239
20
Charlotte
11 35.239
20
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
29 18.617
Chicago
1
28 19.596
Indiana
25 21.543 3.5
Milwaukee
30.375
11.5
18
Detroit
14 34.292 15.5
Cleveland
Western Conference
Southwest Division
W
L Poi GB
38 11.776
San Antonio
30 16.652 8.5
Memphis
12
26 23.531
Houston
17
20 27.426
Dallas
15 33.313 22.5
New Orleans
Northwest Division
W
L Pct GB
35 12.745
Oklahoma City
30 18.625 5.5
Denver
26 22.542 9.5
Utah
11
24 23.511
Portland
18 26.409 15.5
Minnesota
Pacific Division
W
L Pct GB
34 15.694
L A Clippers
3
30 17 638
Golden State
22 26.458 11.5
L A Lakers
17
17 32.347
Sacramento
16 32.333 17.5
Phoenix
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Saturday's Games
Chicago 93. Atlanta 76
New York 120, Sacramento 81
Cleveland 115, Oklahoma City 110
Houston 109, Charlotte 95
Minnesota 115, New Orleans 86
San Antonio 96, Washington 86
Milwaukee 107, Orlando 98
Portland 105, Utah 99
Golden State 113, Phoenix 93
Sunday's Games
Boston 106, L.A. Clippers 104
L.A. Lakers 98, Detroit 97
Miami 100, Toronto 65
Monday's Games
Orlando at Philadelphia. 7 p.m.
L.A. Clippers at Washington, 7 p.m.
Chicago at Indiana, 7 p.m.
Detroit at New York, 7:30 p.m.
Charlotte at Miami, 7:30 p.m.
Portland at Minnesota, 8 p.m.
Dallas at Oklahoma City, 8 p.m.
Sacramento at Utah, 9 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Atlanta at Indiana, 7 p.m,
LA. Lakers at Brooklyn, 730 p.m
Golden State at Houston, 8 p.m.
Phoenix at Memphis,8 p.m.
Milwaukee at Denver, 9 p.m.
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HIBACHI KING BUFFET
SUSHI & GRILL
801 Walmart Drive • Murray, KY • 270-761-3888
I OC A /17. 9:V0 p.m.

Ft idav-Saturda 11:00 a.m.-9.30 p.m.

Ti

MODEL
61" Cut
28 HP

